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MP ROVING ThE ATTRACTIVENESS OF THE K42 TEACH 6-PR FUSION
IN CALIFORNIA

EACUTIVE-SUMMARY

This report addresses a widespread concern about the ability Of our public
schools to attr retainact and retai talented teachers:.

After gathering inforniation and ideas from published books and articles,
unpublished materials provided to us by researchers, and conversations with
researchers, administrators,.and teachers from various Parts of California, we
have cometo-the conclusions that are iummacjzed_below-

.

I. Recent Chan es- in the Teachiii Environment Have [Made

Worse for Teachers

It is ;important to understand that- teachers' concerns, about their jobs fall
into two categories :concerns about extrinsic faCtors (like salary, status, and
security) and intrinsic factors (for example, lbve of the, subjebt.matter, growth;
Achievement, the enjoyment of working with children, and good adult
relationships in the school). Researeh and -teacher .interviews indicate that,
while extrinsic factor's must be adequate-foi teachers to be satisfied with their
jobs, the intrinsic 'factors are even more iMportant motivators and e often
ignored. Teachers need and want to feel competent and in control of their
classrooms and their professional lives.

-In recent years; a number of changes have made both extrinsic and
intrinsic conditions worse for teachers- Salaries now are low"' compared to
alternative professions job- security has been shaken by cutbacks, and public
opinion and the -media have put teachers an th defensive.. Changes;- in studpnts
make teachers -feel less confident, shortened school days and school ypats are
limiting what...can,- be accomplished, above-average clas size has a negat-
effect on teache morale, teachers have decreasing autonomy and no room or
-adyncement wit in the profeasion, and some administrators do not seem to be
addressing these-problems creatively but are instead adding-to them with a lack
of .support for teachereauthority.

In the next ten years, it is_ likely that will fa =.a teacher
.

California -

shortage across the .board of the sort it now faces in Mathematics, science,
bilingual education, ar*sAecial ed-ication. This general shortage,- however, will
not be -caused by a lack of credentialed teaehers, but r4ther by the -fact that
teaching. is an unattractive career choice. -Talented indgriduals who Might well

- have beconie teachers will -be deterred from doing so by the profession's
_problems.

in the past, when teaching had a more captive population of bright
women, or whom few alternatives existed, school systems did not need to



worry:. much about ensuri ng an adequate supply of . teachers or pwviding the
.

kinds of .salaries and environments, weld attract and retain the- best.. Now
. in --a society, in -Which- many more-jobs are service-oriented 9 Pwhitecallar -and. -

.

open to all races and both sexes, ithe teaching professon, the policy makers who
provide 'for it, and the administrators .'who.rnanaie it need to reassess what is
required to make teachi ng a competitivccareer.

Just Haldirgi Require Significant-Effort

Simply,..friaintaining the teaching profession's current highly limited appeal
will require:significant effort. Doing ko will necessitate changes in extrinsic
conditions: higher ialaries7-for all teachirs, or on a differential tratis to handle
shortages or reward Meritgreater . predictability about budgets, and a

i-- concerted effort to improve the public image of teachers*. But even more
importantly, - teachers' intrinsic needs must- be recognized in school-level --.
attitudes and practices. It will be crucial' tb-'increase administrators' respect
and support for teachers, to make sure in-servide 'raining is good and practical,
arid to create a more -supportive work environ t (by reducing class, sizes,
limiting classroorn disruplions and paperwork, fostering adult interactions in the. . .
schools, and honoring outstanding teacheis).

An Real lm rovement h the Attractiveness o the Profession-- 1i/ill
Require Major Relf the Teacher's Career Pattern

\ -
Vhile-zt-h-6 Changes suggested above may seem subitantial, they are only: ,

stop-gap, measures.' Significant improvement in .the teaching; Profession's
aftractivengss will require fundamental change.s-i-triiie profession itself to make
it more of a profession. Standaede for entry into the profession and renei'val
standartis must be raised if teaching ''is to be a = rgsppcted andottractive
profession. The lack of ae career - ladder for teachers must be addiesSedby
creating a "master .teacher" program; by allowing more fl6xibility in career

- .

patterns; and-ty ,recognizing that turnover is inevitable and making the best use -

.of it. Teachers must be given more autonomy iretheir- Clasirbamsin return for.
given

better peer evaluation. And teacher education programs --must not Only becortie
more challengingthey must be rethought.to reflect these fundarnental.changes

in the-priffessicii;
. .

_ Improving the attractiveness of the profession and .addressing teachers'
.concerns directly are irhportant -first steps to school reform because school

4
reform depends on teacher support. though legislators, school adMinistrators,
school board members, 'union official institutions -;of higher educaemen, parents,, .the media and State agencies must: all take an active Partin needed, changes
because resp-ansibility for the profession is ',dispersed, teacher support is
essential. If teachers back ie rms,_those'reforins will work; iftheir interests

:tare elsewhcrein, coping with daily problems, in fighting for control; or. in_.._
hunting for-a better jobthe nee ed reforms will fail. -_ -

In summary, 'this report concludes (1) O at if we are to solve the problems
of .the schools, we must first make the teaching profession more attractive and-
(2) thatthe best-way to do so is tO engage the teaching profession and addi-Oas
their concerns direct



recent yeari, researches and the media have ralm considerable
,,

attention to problems in the perfOrmance of our public schools. Both nationally
and here-11i California, the public has seen -dozens of articles, newistories,,,and -
documentaries describing test ,score declines, discipline prohlems, vioi.erice ,---.

drugs, teachers' strikes, arid financialproblerns in' he publiC schools. TWo lines

of inquiry have dominated the arch for salUtitini to school problems :.attempts
--. to explain Systematically ,what tars increase or decrease student-test scores,.

and _organizational ;analyses 'try to explain what kinds of activity and
leadership make schords,effective

A different focus, which we feel is profitable, ,looks at the schools from

the teachers' ,perspective and asks What might inicicoi.e tfiiir -.1.vpi-k. Recently
national Studies have argued that teaching. does not generally_ attract people of -.

high 'academic -ability, and that the ,situation; is ,getting -=worse, as Other better-
paying opportunities draw the brightest_Niachers and_potantial teachers away.
With teacher shorta&s upon, us in some .fielda . and considerable turnover:...
anticipated _throughout the \system. in the near future, it is rmportaht to ask.
anticipatedn _ __ . near'

. .1- -

what can be done to enure that -California:has the -nurnber and muality of
teachers-we will need in the next two decades. "- t -ft .

, This paper draws together existing, research and information On the
teaching profession, lespecially emphasizing what makes it attractive anil

_,=_,

satisfying, or :diseouraging,totieachers._.._Where possilile;:we will -use dlifornia-
data;orLgomplareLicilliforhi_ Etvailabie_Lnational% findings.,rz:Section _i.

desCribes important trendS-related to the teaching 'Prole-silt:in-as-the ptibilesie
them. :

Section it disetisSes: from Itfie-teichers' .perspectiVe,!iihe long-term -_
problems invOlved in recruiting and retarni4:the best ,teachers, and .5eCtion-iii
preients our conclusions and, a matietil'ef:Seltitions;tharhave-fbeenIsuggested ,to

addies.S.the teaChing43rofessiPn's problems.- This,rePort does not inake=speCific.
recommendations fdr actian; but'tather argueLthat it fs'essential-that we begin

school reibim by addressing the'problerne of the teaching profesSiOn first; , -

presented
_ -The information -and ideas: presented here _were gathered: from Publiihed

books and artiales; ; unpublished Maferials4rovaderi to us by researchers, and
conversations' with '82 reSearchera'ancl.adniinigtrool-s and '43 teachert
varioUs parts of California; 'A-list (3f those who haVe been-helpfuljo our study

dim

is presente4 in Appendix 4.- /



REGENT TRENDS AFFECT
PUBLIC'S CONCERNS

TEACHING PROFESSION: THE

Most people concerned about e'dOcation are aware of three significant
trends currently affectinethe teaChing profession nationally. and in California:

- Public confidence in education_ is declining,.

There is growing concern about the qualifications of
and.

Deminb for teachers has begun to rise again.

Each of. these trends is of -significant concern to the publiCt - but in
combinatiOn they can provide us with some opRortunities for improvement, if
we use them well Each one is discussed in turn below.

The Decline in Public Confidence

Althouth there are- isolated instances to the contrary results from
most national opinion polls and surveys stqw that the public is losing confidence
and respect in edu&afienal institutions, and the -Californi# (Field) Poll, shows
that citizens oT thit State have as-little or less confidence iii the public schools
than the 'rest of the nation; _

.. -
Figure 1 shows how -national Gallup Poll respondents graded the

schools' quality of, work for the years 1974 through '1982.= The percentage of
respondents who. gave the school an "A" for performanCe.declined!from 18% in
1974 to 8% in 1982, while the:gradeik"C" and "D" increased from 21% to _33%
and 6% to 14%, respectively. The "Fail" grades remaineld unchanged -af 5%. In -:
the past two years, however, -are = proportion giving the schools an -"A" or a "B"
has increased' slightly; while the percentage of,r,people 'who expressed

.

%opinion" or "don't know" 'about school performance decreased from 20% to 11%,
suggestkaig_Atit the public is more aware of problems in.the schools now 'than a
decade ago. '(Elarn, .1978; Gall-Up, 1979-82). -A- 1982 -Field - Phil asking
Calif rnians about the job. public schools. are doing rep9rted results similar. to.
the allup Poll in Fire 1. (Field Institute, 1982)

- Further = -evidence= of this trend is -shown in Figure 2t. which
summari2es responses to a different Gallup Poll question. Over the seven-year
p6riod, 1973-1980, sa declining number of re*pondents had "a great deal" and
"quite a lot". of Confidence in 'schools, while the percentage expressing "Ver.),
little" and "no" confidence increased significantly over the samepeffd.
(Gallup opinion Index,_ various years)

Not surprisingly,_thii loss of confidence also translates into negative
financial support for the schools. The Gallup Poll indicates- that respondents
were more decidedly against- raising taxes in 1981 than in 1969, as Table

,-shows.



Parents. o children 'attending public schools, Farents 03f- -children'

attending non-public schools, and adults'with no children in school did not vary
''significantlyon this qbestion,,in -1981 the only year -fob we have such

information (58%, 57%; and -60%,yespectively,,opposed raising taxes}
r ,

The growing negative attitude tswards schools also carries Over to
the public's view of tile teaching professiefi. Respondents in 1981 who faxored-

ta,,c increases ,included among their reasons the pargument ttlarore _Money;

needed *to get-better teachers, while; on the other side, a-major argument used
by. those against tax increases- was that = teachers were not doing their job.
(Gallup, 1981) In additions when parents were asked in 1969 if they would liked
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Figure 2

Confidence in the Public Schools, 1973-80
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to have a child of theirs take up teaching in the public schools as a career, only

15% said no; in 1980, 40% said no. (Gallup, :1980)

It is important, however, to understand that the decline- in
confidence in ed ion in the last decade is part of a trend o_ f gr6wing

disillusionment ynicism towards institutions in general. In a national
opinion poll, respondents expressed less confidence in, thirteen different
institutions in 1982 than they had-in 1973. (National Opinion Research Center,
1982) For only two categories was the percentage who said they had-"some" or
"hardly any" confidence over 80% in 1973: organized labor (84%), and television
(8196).By 1982, however, five categories reached the 80% level: organized labor

188%), Congress (87%), television (86%), the press (82%), and the Executive
Branal (81%). The percentages- for education were 63% in 1973 and 67% in
1982. The only categories that scored better were medicine and the scientific
community, but all thirteen categories were over 50% by 1982.. Considering the
attention that public schools have received - from the print and television media
in recent years, and the amount of information readily accessible about
education, especially data on failures, it may be_ remarkable that 'confidence in
education has not decreased even more.

Californians are, however, more critical of the .public, school system
than people in other parts of the country.- From 1973 through 1981, five surveys
conducted by the Field Institute showed that a progressively larger percentage
of Californians from- 75% to 86%, had "some" or "not much" confidence in their
public school system, ranking the schools near the bottom of all institutions.
(See Table 2) (Field Institute, various years) However, the poll seems to
confirm a general lack of confidence in many institutions.'

Table 2

Percentof California .Respondents Who Expressed "Some" or "Not Much" Confidence
in the Indicated Instittitions*

The President
Medical profession
Supreme Court
Universities and colleges
Organized religion'and churches
National Congress
Manufacturing corporations
Labor unions
Insurance companies.
The ublio school s =stem
Courts And the court system

Percent of Total
1973 1975 1977 1978 1981

53 75 50
59 62
67 67
70 71 61
7-3 68

78
-' 80

81 80

75 '2 80 86

Blank spaces indicate thit the question was not asked that year.
Source: Field Institute, TheCalifornia Poll 1973, 1975, 1977, 1978, 1981.



There are, however, a few scattered signs that may be some cause
for optimism. In 1975 a_,Gallup survey asked the-public-where they would like to
see additional Federal- funds spent if funds were available; public school
education was the respondents' second priority after health care. In 1982,
Gallup respondents chose public_ schools as their top priority. (Gallup, 1982)
This is further confirmed by the Field Poll which showed that the percentage of
Californians supporting increased government spending for public schools has
grown from 496. in 1977 to 53% in 1982, as Table 3 shows. (The California
Opinion Index: 1982)

Furthermore, the pr-ofession remains moderately prestigious in -the
community in spite of strong negative attitudes towards the public schools. 'A
1977 Louis Harris survey indicated that teachers' ranked sixth among fifteen
occupations believed to have great prestige. -The teaching profession placed
higher than bankers, journalists, and businessmen as well as others, but below
scientists, doctors, ministers, lawyers, and, engineers. (See Table 4)

Table -3

Percent of espondents Who Said Government Spending for Local Public Schools
Should Be Increasgd ct

May 1982 53

April 1981 48
September 1980 51
November 1979 49
July 1977 43

ource: California iniorn Indext Augus,t 1982.

Table 4

Percentage of Respondents Who Believe the Indicated Occupation

Source:

Has Very Great Prestige

cientist 67
Doctor 62
Minister 41
Lawyer 37
Engineer 34
Teacher 30
Athlete 27
Artist 21_
Businessman
Entertainer 18
Politician 17
Journalist 17
_Banker 17
Skilled Worker 15
Salesman 6

Public 0131Frcr3 Ailist September 1981).



Finally, a 1979 Gallup Poll provides.some advice for- how to increase
the public's respect for the schools. In answer to the question, "In your opinion, _

what are the main thing_s a school has to do before it can -1,arn an "A"?"

respondents answered:

Improve the, quality of teachers (23%)

Increase discipline (20%)

Set higher standards (17%)

Give students more individual attention (16%)

Put more emphasis on the basics--the three R's (12%)

Improve the management and direction of schools (7%)

Establish closer relations with parents (6%)

Other suggestions with lower percentages included: update the curriculum, have
smaller classes, eliminate drugs, and alcohol, teach more life skills, and upgrade

school facilities. (Gallup, 1979)

Clearly the public is concerned. about the schools, and teacher
quality figures importantly in their concern.

E. Concern About Teacher ualifications

Education journals in recent years have provided strong evidence

that nationally (1) the measuratzle academic qualifications =of teachers -have
declined rather dramatically as-the overall demand for. teachers has declined;
(2) those who- consider education as a career are among the- least qualified of all
college students; (3) of those who prepare for teaching careers, ;the least able
seem more likely to end up teaching; and (4) of those Who teach, the least able

stay in teaching while.the more qualified leave. SAT, ACT, GREand National
Longitudinal Study data all corroborate these trends. (Weavercl: 1979; Vance and

Schlecty, _1982a and 1982b; Perry, 1981) Moreover, the popular prest has
tarnished the image of teachers through numerous anecdotal accounts of

, teachers who are seemingly less qualified than the pupils they instruct. (See, for
example; Time, June 16,1980, or U.S. News and World Report, March 14, 1983.)

Other analysts of the national picture say that the scenario is
setting even worse as changes in social attitudes open up more jobs for women
college graduates in other professions, business, and, technological fields.
Although women used to dominate the numbe-rs of public school teachers,
particularly at the primary level, many women now are finding and will
continue to find jobs in other inddstries instead. (Kerr, 1983; Sykes, 1981 and
1982; Atkin, 1981; Schlechty and Vance,'1982)

These systematic findings and informal observations have led
educitors to wonder how they can identify, recruit, Select; and retain t14 -most
qualified teacheils for service- in the public schools.- Though the community of
university_ 'scholars has been able to demonstrate that the schools attract
teachers- who do poorly in school and on standard measures of 'academic



performance, they have been much less successful identifying the attributes
of good teachersthat is, those qualities of individual instructors that ensure
higher educational achievement for their students.- Research shows that alMost
ffo measurable attribute of teachers associates .significantly with differences 'in
student achievement. Higher teacher verbal ability generally associates with
;light increases in both verbal and overall learning {Bowles and Levin, 1968;
Hanishek, 1970), and ' menthusias seems to make ta difference in student
achievement. (Collins, 1976) But for the most part, educators and lay people
alike find it nearly impossible to identify a good teacher by examining
transcripts, test scores, sample teaching, and/or other attributes of potential
teachers. (Ornstein and Levine, 1981; Gage, 1978; Rosenshine and Faust, 1971)
It should be noted that education is not alone in this difficulty; research that
tries to anticipate positive attributes in 'other professions has been similarly
unproductive.,

In summary, educational policy makers at the national level find
themselves with a conundrum:, the qualifications -of teachers have seemingly
declined, changes in the labor market could ortend further declines, scholars
who examine the teaching - profession seem unable to identify the attributes of
good teachers (leaving the schools at a handicap in their recruitment and
selection efforts), and meanwhile public sentiment towards the schools has
turned, cold (and ihe economy colder) making it very difficult to find the
additional resources needed to restructure the teaching profession into some
more attractive form.

Though very little information speaks directly to trends in teacher
ability in California, scholars seem to ,think that California closely follows, or
perhaps even leads, the national trends. (Goodlad and Shulman in conversations,
-Fall _L982) The shrill alarm and accoAppanying policy debate that are fairly_
documented at the national level are alive in California and have attracted
public attention, but they have not generated much- systematic analysis.
Available data show mixed findings.

1. High-School Graduates Interested in Education

As high school graduates take the SAT exam, they indicate
their area of academic interest from among various subject matter group's.
California students who choose. education as their primary interest consistently
score well below the national and California .averages for high-school-senior
test takers.' Their verbal scores typically lag thirty ,points below the national- -
mean, and math scores are forty points below. Moreover, rankings of subject
matter groups _by test scores show that scores for those interested in education
fall in the bottoitt three or four groups out of the possible thirty. Table 5
shows, however, that the situation is not getting worse, that the absolute scores
for those interested in education have been stable in recent years.

Although thes_ kinds, of Bal receive a lot of attention in
debates about -teacher qualifications, their usefulness is actually quite limited.
For example, we -do not- know how many of those who indicate an early interest
in education at the time they take the SAT exam retain- weir interest after
obtainins a bachelor's degree and go. on to- teacher preparation programs, nor
do we know how many of those who indicate earlyinterest -in other_ Subject
areas choose teaching as -a way to apply that subject matter. It is therefore
very hard to draw any meaningful conclusions about teacher qualifications from
these data.



Candidates in Teacher Pre aration Programs

It is important to understand that the structure of teacher
education in California differs from arrangements in most other states to one
important regard: unlike forty-five other, states which allow teachers to
acquire certification through a_ four-year undergraduate major in education,
California requires prospective teachers to take an undergraduate program
other than education and a fifth year of professional training in education
leading to a clear credential. Those who enter teacher training programs must
meet- higher minimum requirements than in other -states,-and most candidates
are above the minimum standards.

A recent survey of California post-baccalaureate teacher-
preparation programs shows that none routinely accepts students with GPA's
under 2.5; and most also - require a personal interview, letters of
recommendation, a writing sample, and some work experience with children.
These standards are considerably . higher than those used in the nation as a
w o e, w e e -89b-0rthte-acher preparation institutions\ have minimum entry
GPA6requirements under 2.0. (Barnes, 1932)

Though grades for admitted, students are not available for all
California institutions that grant credentials, CSU campuses report that GPA's
for students entering credential programS exceed the mean undergraduate GPA
at .-ach campus, in most cases by three-tenths of one grade point or more
(Barnes, 1982) These figures are especially important, because they demonstrate
that, far from scraping the bottom of the barrel, California institutions attract
and admit students whose undergraduate performance is aboie average.

National. mean- -all
high school seniors

California meanall
high school seniors

California high school
seniors interested in
education

Table 5

Average SAT Scores

1978

verbal 429
math 468

Verbal 427
math 466

-verbal
math _423

400

Ranking of education scores verbal
among 30 subject groups math

=26 -

26

1979 1980 1981 1982

427 -'-424: -424 . 426
467 466 466 466

428 424 -426 425
473 472 475 474

399 395 397 399
427 422 424 424

26 27 27_ 27
27 -27 27 28



3. Teacher Education

Teacher qualifications are affected not only by the calibre of
students entering the profession but also by the effectiveness of teacher
training. Both the California, State University- and the University of California
have in recent years reviewed their schools of- education, and both` have made
changes in their offerings as a result. (UC, 1976; CSU, 1982) Those studies
together with recent research and our- conversations with teachers have
provided us with a- view of teacher education programs from the profession's

-. perspective, a view that raises some interesting concerns like the following:

Very little money is invested- in teacher training programs,
less, in fact, per student than in educating, a typical third-
grader. (Peieau and Orr, 1980; Schwartz, 1982; Kerr, 1983)

Program curricula are,. in many institutions, not difficult or
interesting enough to attract or challenge top-notch students.
(Kerr, 1983)

In order to keep enrollments up, some programs have lowered
admissions standards; this means that the experience is less
stimulating for the best students. (Watts, 1980; Sykes, 1981)

The faculty, when they are rewarded for the quality of their
research rather than- for their teacning. are not always good
role models for new teachers. One could reasonably expect the
faculties of schools of education to be leaders both in
educational research and in pedagogical technique, and indeed
some are, but the pedagogical techniques_usedby many- faculty
unfortunately do not foster an interest in creativity and new
pedagogical ideas. (Smith,,,1982; Howsam;,1980)

There are few links forged between pedagogical research and
actual practice, leaving students to conclude either .that such _
research is irrelevant and programs ought to be- more applied,
or that too much time is spent,on minimally useful practical
skills with little theoretical underpinning. Howsam, 1980;
Smith, _1982- Traimrs, 1980; NEA, 1982a)

Programs are designed to be self-contained, with _little
recognition that they are but one part of,. a new teacher's
learning' experience, which will extend through, the first
several years of his or 17 her induction into the profession.'
(Sykes, 1982; Kleine and Wisrilewski,- 1981; Houston and Felder,
1,982)

And finally, teacher training programs do not give students a
realistic set -of expectations about the career they are
entering and do not teach them the coping skills that teachers,
buffeted by multiple vested interests and societal changes,
must acquire if they are to remain -successful. (Elsworth:and
Coulter, 1978; Schwartz et al., 1983)



Making changes that respond to these criticisms is difficult,
however, because the determination of- the _content of teacher education

= programs is very decentralized. The COMMiSSi0/4 on Teacher Credentialing
(CTC)* oversees the content and process of teacher education programs and
requires that each institution's curriculum address each of twenty-seven
generally-stated teacher competencies. However, each institution develops its
own operational- definitions and instruments to measure those competencies for
each teacher candidate.

Like many other elements of the teaching profession,
responsibility for teacher education is dispersed, opinions are many,--and no one
group, not even-CTC, can induce changes alone.

4. Teacher Proficienc Examinations and Credentials

Another process that has an impact on teacher qualifications
's-rellea-t-ialing. Stu dents-1.v ho-gradu California institutions
with a bachelor's degree or higher that is not in education, and who have

completed a teacher preparation program, are eligible for a one-year
preliminary credential which is renewable for up to four years if other specific
requirements are met When candidates successfully complete post-
baccalaureate fifth -year teacher educatiori programs, the institutions training
them certify to the Commission on Teacher Credentialing that the candidate
has a bachelor's degree in a field other than education from an institution
approved by the CoMmission and has mastered all of the required competencies-
The domthission, in turn, grants -each_candidate a "clear credential," indicating

-that he or she has completed all necessary-preparation.

There are two basic kinds of teaching credential%r multiple--
subject and single-subject. 'A multiple-subject credential allows a teacher to
teach all subjects -irr grades, K-8; a single-Subjett credential specifies a
particular subject matter geouplike_soCial sciencesand allows the teacher to
offer -any course within that category,usually in the. secondary. grades. Once
they acquire a basic teaching credential, teachers Can go on to add additional
subjects or new -credentials in specialties administr -ation, or other- service7

areas.
This year, CTC has begun to iequire prospective teachers and

adrninistrators, and prevlously-credentialed teachers who -.want, to change
sub jeet. areas to pads a proficiency test that measures skills in reading, writing,
and mathematics. This test was added to Credentialing requirements following
some recent disconcerting evidence abou-t,leachers' basic skills- For example,'
in .1978 the _Los .Angeles school district tested Its teachers' for -basic. English
proficiency and 1=3% failed. ( Christian Science Monitor, January 10, 1983)

These results and others were particularly disturbing because they came-at the
same time that the State was 'implementing mandatory minimum proficiency
tests for high school graduation, and the jiublic began to ask how we could
expect gtudents to pass such tests if their teachers could._. not In resporge,:then
Aisemblyman Gary Hart Sponsored a bill requiring miriir9urn' competencies for
teachers-

o 1983, this Commissiery was kno
Preieration and Licensing (CTPL).

s the Commission for Teather--



A test was developed by the State Department of Education
and was administered by CTC for the first time in December 1982. Of the
nearly 7,000 teacher candidates who took the test, 62% passed all three
sections; however, only 2St% of Black and Hispanic candidates passed all Ahree
sections. (CTC, 1983a) Those who are analyzing these first exam results have
cautioned the public not to draw hasty conclusions because 'those taking the
first test may well not be representative of the Staters teachers and teacher
candidates and, thprefore, may not be an indication of the competence of the
existing teaching staff. In addition, the disparity among etrinic groups is a'
potential issue for the future. At the present time, the results are receiving
wide publicity and have stirred considerable comment.

Another hotly debated issue in California is the period validity
for teacher. credentials and 'provisions for their renewal. At the present time
any teacher who has held a clear credential for two years as a full-time teacher
can, by apply_ ing,' have that credential issued for life, with no additional
requirements for renewal. Those who are concerned about teacher
qualifications and about, the need for teachers to continue to grow and change
have been pressing for changes in the credentialing laws' that will require
periodic renewal of credentials based on continued experience in active
teaching and additional coursework. Those who argue against this change
believe that teaches take steps now to stay up to date and that voluntary
renewal processes are preferable to enforced ones. This is an issue that the
Legislature will undoubtedly continue to address in coming sessions.

Finally,_one other credentialing issue is generating concern:-
the growing number of emergency credentials being-issued. The Commission on
Teacher Credentialing is allowed" by law to, isSue emergency credentials to
persons who. do not meet all of the regular credentialing "-equirements if a' local
school board declare the'situation to- be an emergency. Between 1978-79 and
1980 -81,- emergency credentials for teachers other than substitutes rose in -
number from 1,273 to 3,402, a 167% increase. (CTPL, 19A=a),, This was
primarily due to a need for special education teachers because of new
certification requirements and expanded programs, but shortages in math,
science, and bilingpal education have been met this way as well. What is of
concern is that local administrators to whom we spoke indicated that budgetary:
retrenchment and reassignments are causing more and more teachers to teach
Outside their credential areas on- an "emergency" basis-in other . words, that
some school' districts are choosing to retain currently employed teachers by
reassigning them to shortage areas in which they haVe ,little or no subject -
matter training, rather thati :laying. them of and hirini others with subject
matter background. Although there are no good data ab6ut the number of
teachers in California teaching outside their subject areas, there- is cause for
concern.

On-the-Job Evaluations of `Poachers

One way to keepmatch over the quality of teaching is through.
periodic formal evaluation. Indeed, evaluation is first critical step' toward
improvement, on the one hand, or dismissal on the other;-. all the actions that
follow are dependent on good, serious,- initial evaluations. The California
School Board Association, recOgnizing this, has recently-published guidelines to
assist in the assessment of teaching. (CSBA, 1983) However, as evaldation is
presently done in California, it has very little impact on the quality of teachers.



The evaluation of teachers involves an interesting combinajion
of state laws,_ court rulings, and local practices. State law (the Stull Act)
considers the first three years of a teacher's career within a district as -a
probationary period. As such, school administrators treat new teachers
somewhat, but not very, differently from tenured teachers (i.e., thoge with
more than three years of service within a district). The major difference is the
frequency ,of evaluations: new teachers receive at least two formal evaluations
each year; tenured teachers receive as few as one every other year.

With regard to disciplinary procedures and possible dismissal,
the courts have ruled that all teachers with renewable contracts have roughly
the same rights to procedural due process, and, in practice, assessments of
teacher qualifications and possible corrective measures are not very different
for probationary teact:ers than for tenured teachers. Formal hearings about
incompetence are very infrequent; administrators seem usually handle such
problems through informal means.

Performance evaluations have no bearing on remuneration,
which depends exclusively on years of experience and level of education. Each
additional year of experience results in higher salaries, up to a certain level
when the scale levels off.

Performance evaluations -
also have little bearing on job

security, which depends primarily on seniority. Unions have asserted 'the
principle of seniority, and the courts have,upheld the argument that security is
a function of years of service within functional categories. That is, if a district
needs to reduce its workforce within its English department, it must lay off
the least experienced teacher first.

At Present, the evaluation systtn lifornia seems mare
appropriate for a group that is .traditionally considered labor than for a
profession. Of course, formal evaluation is only one way to assess and improve''
performance, and- it may not be the best way. As it is -now, however, it adds
very little information to our understanding of teacher quality in California.

Conclusions About Teacher 4 ualifica

Any overview of the preparation and qualifications of
California's public school teachers should include, two perspectivesprocess And

:outcome. The data about the process of becoming a teacher in California are
much MOPE complete than those that measure the outcomes of that process: In
other words, we know more about how individuals becOme teacher's:than we do
about teacher competence or effectiveriess.

Examination, of the process of becoming -a teacher reveals
more good news than bad. The bad news is that individuals entering college who
are attracted to careers in education are among the least qualified
academically (as measured by SAT scores' of. high school seniors). The good
news is that virtually all teacher candidates complete a bachelor's degree in a
disciplinary major other than educEtion, most with above average grades, 'and
many- obtain advanced degrees. At the primary level, more than 2896 have
master's degrees or greater; at the' secondary level nearly half do. (CBEDS*,

ACBEDS is th State. Department Educat
Data Systein.

n's California Basic Educational



1981-82). Also, although competency-based training programs are
controversial, California teacher education. programs emphasize twenty-seven
specified competencies, and new teachers_ are subject to at least two _formal
evaluatiors per year.

A look at the outcomes of teacher preparation, on the other
hand, has proved to be very difficult and discouraging. The only available data
on this subject are the initial results of the new teacher proficiency test which
are not encouraging, but that test =does not have a proved relationship to
teacher performance and may not be representative of the total teacher
population. In addition to the negligible data about the teaching profession,
California lacks systematic- data about other college graduates or other
occupations that would permit comparisons.

In sum, we hav not seen the kind of longitudinal or cross-
professional studies necessary t crime to secure conclusions about teacher
qualifications in California. The most we can say is that,- compared to teachers
in other states, and despite some criticisms of teacher education programs-that
deserve serious attention, California's teachers appear to have above-average
preparation; we are not able to say anything definite about performance.

A Caveat About Teacher Productivity

It is important, as we make judgments- about California's
teachers to remember that their performance is affected not only by their
personal qualifications and the strength of their preparation but also by
constraints imposed upon. them by legislation and policy. In recent years .
considerable evidence has accumulated to argue that instructional time
constraints are a problem in California and that they may quite possibly have an
adverse effect on student performance.

Rec research has found that "time - on task",'is especially
important to student achievement. A- study of middle and lower-middle
achieving California students -in. second and fifth grades measured both the time
teachers allocated to academic subjects and, the time students actual15, spent-
engaged in specific 'learning activities. Correlations of allocated and engaged
time with measures of educational outcomes showed that both allocated time
and engaged time are positively associated with student learning. Also,
teachers who allocated more time to academic subjects generated a higher
proportion of engaged time far their students._ (Denham and LieberMan, .980)
In this context, the following troints,seem especially important:

California's school year is three days shorter than the average
for. other states.

California's sch ool day is 2 min es shorter than the average---*-
for other st

The combination of shorter days and years implies that over
the course of a tweNe-year public school education, California
students receive fifteen months less education than- students in
other states--ine- equivalent of graduating at Thanksgiving_ of
the elevdnth _grade.



In addition, California- students have fewer opportunities: to
attend summer school. (Anton, 1981)

Clearly, California students are not being given the opportunity o spend the
amount of "time on task" that other students can.

Of course, time on task is not the only factor that affects
student

-
performance. It is obvious that teachers' abilities also have art effect

on student learning (e.g., by determining the difficulty of the less n, the appeal
of its content, the clarity and enthusiasm of the presentation). d it is alto
obvious the performance is not a matter just of time on task b of time on
useful tasks. But the quantity of time spent on learning is also portant, and
California's below-average investment in learning time is an impor ant" element
to consider as we ass'ess the state of the teaching profession.

C. The Incre Demand for Teachers

-At the same time= that concern is growing over the qua cations of
teachers and the school system's ability to retain -them, 'California is about to
enter two decades in which a significant number of new positi ns will be
available for teachers. In =the past ten years, with the passing of the baby boom
and layoffs o Proposition 13, demand for teachers has in general been
limited. Nova, however, demand is again increasing in California .'and the
increase in positions may provide us with some opportunities to address issues
related to teachers.

It is important to differentiate between long-term growth in demand
and immediate shortages. These are discussed separately below.

Growth in Demand in the Next Dec.ade

a. Demand Projections

There , are -four major variables that determine the
number of openings that become available for teachers (demand). These are:
enrollment, retirements, resignations, and pupil-teacher ratios. Each is
discussed in turn below. Specific calculations are presented in Appendix 2.

Enrollments

The State Department of Finanee- annually projects
enrollment in California schools. Their most recent projections of public school .

enrollment (Table 6) show an increase in enrollments in grades K-S of 834,000
students betvdeen 1.983 and 1991. Enrollment in grades 9-12 will decline slightly
over theasarne period, but will begin to grow again in 1990.

While there are no enrollment pro_jections available
beyond 1991, population4/rojections - through the year 2000 are available and
indicate that not only '-hi gh school enrollments but also enrollments in
elementary school will continue to increase through most of the 1990's. (U.S.

Census Bureau, 1982) If these projections hold true and pupil-teacher ratios
remain the same the grovrth- in enrollment will create a need for 45,000

teachers in the next ten years. 6

tf:



(2) Retirement

Ifi addition to this need caused by growth,
California will need to replace teachers who retire.

Near-term data, on retirements are available. for
California from the State Teachirs' Retirement System (STRS). STRS has
projected teacher retirements for K-12 and the community colleges through
1984-85 (Table 7). The projected K -14- retirements from 1980 to 1985 are
expected to increase to a level of approximately 6,000 teachers, per year.

Table 6

Projected Enrollments (Headcount)
in California Public Schools for
Grades K-8 and 9-12,1982-1991

Year
Grades
'K4

Grades
9-12 Total

1982 2,746,386 1,221,326 3,967,712
1983 2,759,801 1,217,838 3,977,639
1984 2,785,559 1,228,094 4,013,653

1985 2,845,738 1,232,796 4,078,534
1986 2,945,897 4,155,378

1987 3,069,804 1,168,467 4,238,271

1988 3099,288 1,129,365 4,328,653
1989 3,337,382' 1,107,-88t .4,445,263.

1990 3;464,486 1,122,875 4,587,361,
1991 3,580,576' 1,161,447 4,742,023

Difference Between
1982 and 1991 834,190 (59,879)- 774,31 -1

Source: State Department of Finance,:Topulation Research Unit, Public School
Enrollment Projections, September 1982.

Table-7

K-14 Teacher Retirements Through 1984

Year Number of Retirements

1980-81 44831
-1981-82- 5,082
198243 5,42i
1983-84 .5,743
1984=85 5,926

Source: State Teachers,Retirement System (5 RS)
25



-
In addition tb the STRS estimate, data on the age

distribution of teachers (Table 8) may be used to .gauge the- magnitude-of K-12
teacher retirements over the long term. (There is airnyth.-that the average age
of teachers in California is quite high, perhaps as mlich___as 55; it'-is actually, _

accordihg to. CBEDS data, just 42, althougb it undoubtedly varies widely by
district.)

If we assume an average retirement age of 60,
retirements alone will create the need to replaceat least 41,000 of California's.
teachersitas they retire over the next ten years.

) Resignations

No statewide data on annual teacher turnover for
-reasons other than retirement are available. However,"data collected by the
National. Center for Education StatiStic in recent years. point _to a national
turnover rate for both retirements and -resignatio-W of somewhere between 6
and 1626. (NOES, 1979 and forthcoming) If -we assume this also applies to
California, and STRS seems to believe it does, we ckn project in the next ten
years s-approkimately 108,000 to 144,000 separations, including retirement.

The resignation rat_e is,- of course, sensitive to
economic conditions. In a tight labor market it tends to be low due- to the
reduced prospects of reemployment. But given that caveat, it appears that
resignations will pro ucetietweefi 67,000 and 104,000 vacancies in the next ten
years.

(4) Pupil- Teacher Ratios _

The analysis to this . point. has assumed that pupil=
teacher ratios would remain- the same as at present. They may, of course not
-be constant. --t

Between 1965 and 19751 pupil-teacher ratios. in
California fell. The decrease went from 32.4 to 26.1 in- K-8, and from 1-8.1 to
173_ in- 9-12. (CSU, 1982a). This downward movement reflected- a number of

Table 8

Age Distribution otcalifornia Teachers, 1'381-82

Age-Group

.= .21-34
35-44
-45-54
55 .and over

-110TAL

Percent of Teachers
in Age Group

Alt 32.8
25.7
13.1

100.0

ate Department of Educa on (SDOE), 1982e.

4-4159,,



factors, including an improved level of public support for the schools, and the
greater availability of teachers from 1967 on (the preceding period had been
one of teacher shortages). Comparable ratio data are not available for several
years thereafter. We do know, however, that by 1980, pupil-teacher ratios in
California had turned up. as a result of the fiscal- pressures creaLszcs; by

Proposition 13. Hence, in 1980 the K-3 ratio was 27.7, the 4-8 ratio was 26.6,
and the 9-12 ratio was 20.6. (Kirst, 1982) As Kirst points out, California now
has the second largest pupil-teacher ratio in the country.

If pupil-teacher ratios were reduced to the present
national average of 18.4,= it would produce a need, for an additional 56,000

teachers-in-the-next-ten-year-s_lf-it_were-raised_to_30,i_t_would reduce_the.sneed
for teachers by 43,000. Pupil-teacher ratios might increase or decrease
because of direct decisions to change them or because of new programs
mandated or old ones eliminated by the Federal Government or the State.

(5). Summary' of Demand

Enrollment growth, retirements, and resignations
should create- a significant_ demand -for -teachers at the K-8 level during the
1980's and 1990's. At the 9-12 leVel enrollment growth will not be a strong
factor until the 1990's, althOugh some demand will arise from the need to
replace retiring and separated teachers. In total, we estimate the need in the
next ten years as shown in Table 9.

If the pupil-teacher ratio were reduced to 18:4 (the
national average), demand for teachers would increase to 198,000 to 246,000; if
the pupil-teacher ratio increases to 30, demand would decrease to 110,000 to
147,000.-

b. Con ecture About Teacher Su

This 110,000 to 246,000 positions presents a significant
opportunity for the introduction of new people into the teacher workforce.
Although nationally there is growing_ concern =about a teacher shortage, it is
hard to argue confidently one way or the other here in California.

Due to growth
Due to retirement
Due to resignations

Table 9

Estimated Demand for Teachers
1982-1991

At 6% Total -At 8%i Total
Separations Separations

45,000%, 45A00
41,000 41,000
67_, 000 . 1,124,-000

Total at current puid.lteacher ratio 153,000 4.90,000



Only two years' data are available for- California
indicating the number of teacher candidates receiving their first credential.
The Commission on Teacher Credentialing issued 14,897 first teaching
credentials in 1978-79 and 15,448 first credentials in 1979 -80. This makes it
probable, as Table 10 shows, that if pupil-teacher ratios remain the same,
enough people are being trained in California and are migrating to California to
meet the annual demand we project for the next ten years.

Several important caveats-must be considered, however.
On the one hand, during the early years of growth, demand may be constrained
by requirements to rehire teachers who were laid off during the late 1970's.
The schools have a contractual obligation to offer employment to these
individuals first. Although one can only speculate about the proportion of
positions that will be filled from this pool, it is obvious that, as growth
continues, the percent of positions filled by teachers who were formerly laid off
is likely to diminish.

On the other hand, real supply may be considerably less
than the CTC figures indicate because many people acquire credentials as a
kind of insurance and never teach. In addition, unlike the 1950's, it may be
difficult to attract people with credentials back into the teaching force because
many have found more satisfying alternative occupations. We can ;infer
especWly frain the much greater percen age of women employed-toda-y-that
considerably more of the non-teaching credential holders are presently
employed and would not chbose to return to teaching.

We, -therefore, have to conclude that within the next
decade there may well be more teaching jobs than people willing to fill them.
The shortage will not, however, be caused by a lack of credentialed teachers,
but rather by the fact that the teaching profession is less attractive than other
available alternatives.

Table10_

Estimate of Teacher Supply Compared to Annual Demand
a

?Apr il-Teacher Ratios
at 18:4 at 23.6 - at 0.0

Avenue Annual Demand
At 8% separation 24,600 19,000 .14,700
At 6% separation 19,800 15,300 11,000

Annual S ply
First Cre _entials)

_1978-79
.1979-80



The Problem Of Immediate Teacher Shortages

Although it is difficult to make judgments about long-term
general teacher shortages, it is clear that California now faces some immediate
teacher shortages in bilingual education, in mathematics and science, and
perhaps in- special education.

Bilingual Education

California law requires that a bilingual teacher must be
provided wherever the number of limited English proficient (LEP) children at
particular K-6 grade level equals or .exceeds ten. While -thg law -does not
require bilingual classrooms at the upper grade levels, it does require that older
children of limited English proficiency receive some specialized instruction.
Hence, there is a demand either for bilingual teachers or teachers of English as
a second language at the upper grade levels also, although it is less definable.

The Supply and Demand for Bilingual Teachers Report
(SDOE, 1983) projects a need for 16,600 to 19,400 bilingual teachers at the K-12
level in 198384. At the present time there are 6,497 teachers with bilingual
crosscultural authorization employed in the sctools, and 1,300 to, 1,500 more
are expected to complete bilingual emphasis credentials or certificates- of
competence t is year. erg is, hereforemhorta
bilingual teachers projected in 1983-84. The number needed is more than
double the existing number of bilingual teachers, and in view of the increasing
proportion of language minorities. in California schools, the° need for bilingual
teachers is likely to grow for, some time to come.

b. Mathematics and Science

Matherhatics and science shortages, unlike those
discussed above, spring from a different and more problematic source.

There is considerable evidence that a shortage of
mathematics and'science teachers exists and is grolking. Data on emergency
credentials' are again instructive:

In 1980-81; CTPL reported issuing-170emergency----
credentials in. mathematics, 27 in the life sciences,
and 15 in the physical sciences. (CTPL, 1981a)

A survey o eight California'-- school districts (Los
Angeles, Oakland, Long :Beach, San 3ose, Garden
Grove, San Francisco, Modesto, San Diego)
indicated that in fall 1981 theie districts together
employed 164 individuals on - full-time emergency
Credentials in mathematics, and 247 individuals on
limited assignMent emergency credentials; in the
sciences, they employed 56 individuals on full-time
emergency credentials and 35 on limited
assignnient :credentials. That is to say, 500
individuals- were eMployed under some type of
emergency credential in mathematics or sciences.
Kirst, 1982)



The Los Angeles Unified School District reports
that this year that district alone is employing 300
individuals on emergency math credentials. Of
these, about 100 are limited assignment
credentials. In the sciences, there are an
estithated 50-100 persons on emergency
credentials. Attrition is expected. to .create a need

-for an additional 75-100 mathematics teachers in
fall 1983.

The scarcity of mathematics teachers, unlike the other
shortages, is directly related_to.the faCt that salifieS in industry for people
with skills in mathematics far. exceed what can be earned- in teaching. As.
reported by Guthrie and Zusman, the average beginning teacher salary, in San
Francisco Bay Area schools is $12,680. An individual with a bachelor's degree
in mathematics or science, and a fifth year of training (a California teaching
credential requires a fifth year) can earn a salary of $20,000 at Hewlett-
Packard or Lockheed. A master's degree in a technical field can command as
much as $5,000 to 10,000 more.. (Guthrie and Zusman, 1982a)

What causes consternation for the future is the fact that
enrollment in single-subject (secondary) mathematics and science teacher

preparatiorr-programs-are-extremely-lovverc
enrolled in single-subject mathematics programs across the- UC and CSU
systems in 1981-82, and only 174 enrolled in-single-subject science programs.
(Guthrie and Zusman, 1982a) Thus, the emerging shortage may mushroom to
crisis proportionS in the not too distant future.

Consider, in this connection, that there are
approximately 20,000 mathematics and science teaehers in California.
Es' timating retirements at 1.9% of those- employed would generate a
replacement need of 380 teachers annually. (Guthrie and Zusman, 1982a) And
an estimate of 4-6% resignations- would add Another 800 to 1,200 open positions
per year, and that assumes :that math and science teachers-are choosing to
leave at the average rate. Thus, we can compare a demand of 1,180 to 1,580
positions per year to. a supply of about 300 new teachers:-

In addition, both pc and CSU have recently_chan ecgl_
their undergraduate admission requirements to . require more college

ipreparatory course work in mathematics and English and increases in
requirements for all high school graduates are being widely discussed by State
and local school boards. The CSU requirement, which becomes effective in fall
19 4, will be- -two years of mathematics and four of English; the UC
requirement, effective in fall 1986, will be three years of mathematics and
four of English. As a result, at a time of growing shortage, there may be "a

significant -increase in the need for Mathematics teachers at the secondary
level. -

c. Special Education

BOth- Federal and State laws mandate and supprwt an
appropriate public education for- handitapped Children.. These- mandates, which
arose in the 1970's, have created a. need for-special edUcation teachers which
has yet to he completely met. Emergency credentials provide one indicator Of



the unmet need. The Commission on Teacher Credentialing issued 712
emergency special education credentials in 1978-79 and 2,160 in 1980-81. Most
of these authorized the teaching of learning handicapped or severely
handicapped children. (CTPL, 1981a) Unlike bilingual education, however,
declining support for special-I.-education at the Federal and State levels and
efforts to redefine who qualifies as a handicapped student may mean that
supply and demand- will be in balance within the next year or two.

d. English

There is also some = evidence of an emerging shortage of
English teachers. CTPL in.-1980-81 issued 157 emergency credentials in this
subject field.- (CTPL,-1-981a)---This-may---a,lso-he_rel
change in admission requirements in California's public universities.

It is clear that if changes do not occur, shortages in these
fields will become even more critical in the near future. For these reasons
alone, it is important to consider policy changes. However,. changes should not,
be made without considering bow they might interact with longer-term, more
complicated problems in the teaching profession. The section that follows -
discusses those longer-term problems.



PROBLEMS IN THE RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION OF GOOD
TEACHERS: THE TEACHERS' PERSPECTIVE

Teachers are attracted to their professio% for a great variety of reasons,
which may be divided into two categories: altruistic motives (the desire to be of
service and, more specifically, to work with young peop.10 and what might be
termed more "practical" rewards, (a decent salary, job security, time off in the
summer, and for some, the prospect of upward social mobility). Once
established in the profession, teachers' willingness to continue teaching depends
in pai-t on the continuing adequacy of these practical rewards, but more
importantly on two specific elements of their experience as teachers: a
reguiarly 'confirmed sense of their own competence, and a sense of being in
control, both of their classroom and of their professional life. Thus, the
characteristics of teaching, that attract individuals to the profession are not
quite the same-as the qualities that hold thern, although there is some overlap,
particularly on issues such as salary and job security.

Frederick Herzberg has developed a 'theory known as "motivation=
hygiene," which we believe is useful in understanding the rewards to which
teachers respond. His theory is that factors tied to work content, including
achievement, intrinsic interest, in the work, and growth, cointribute positively to
job saiisfaction, while extrinsic factors, such as salary, status,---=security,--
company policy, and interpersonal relationships contribute, not to job
satisfaction but to job dissatisfaction if they are not adequate. He argues that
meeting-extrinsic needs-is-neeessary-but not- sufficient -for high and sustained
job satisfaction. (Herzberg, Mausner, and Snyderman, 1959) This theory fits
well with what we have discovered in recent research about teachers and
conversations with them.

In recent years, a number of changes in public education have made both
intrinsic and extrinsic conditions less attractive for teachers. Salaries have not
kept pace with inflation,- job security has all but evaporated in the face of
declining enrollments and budget cuts, public respect for teachers has declined,
studefit -attitudes toward learning- havethanged, --and increasing-numbers of
Federal,'. State, and locally-mandated special 'programs have diminished the
teacher's autonomy' and sense of competency in the classroom. These changes
pose problems prErnarily in retaining teachers, but to the extent that they
become well-pubiicized characteristics of the teaching profession, -thy r-111
also inhibit the recruitment of new teachers.

A. Why Are Attracted to the Profession .

Stildies of teachers have shown consistently that the strongest
motivation for undertaking a teaching career is the desire to work with young
people. In surveys done by the National Education Association in 1971, 1976,
and-1981,, about 70% of teachers name_d this as one of the-three most impOrtant
reasons --for becoming -a .tea6her7-by .far' the most commonly `cited rekson.
Between 35% and 44% mentioned an interest in a -particular sUbject-matter



field, and 34% to 40 %,= the significance of education in society; the proportion
of teachers citing these two reasons increased from 1971 to 1981. Job security
and long summer vacations were mentioned much less frequently; only about
20% cited them as one of their three most important reasons in 1981. (NEA,
1982c; Ornstein and Levine, 1981)

The findings of Daniel Lortie's influential study, Schoolteacher, are
quite similar to those above. (Lortie, 1975) According to his research, an
interest in working with young people and a desire to render service are the
most widespread motives for teaching.. Other reasons include: individuals' own
positive zexperiences in scho9l, which encourage them M seek a career in
education; interest in a particular subject; the teacher's schedule, which
permits those who are parents to be home when children are home from school
and allows an extended summer break; and the job security traditionally

associated with-teaching.

Lortie also points out that the structure of the teaching profession
itself has helped attract individuals, because it.is a relatively easy profession to
enter; in addition, individuals who decide to become teachers after working at
some other career can readily enter the profession, and those who stop working
for a time can re-enter without difficulty (assuming, of course, that jobs are
available). This ease of entry and re-entry stands in marked contrast to most
other professions, in which substantial postgraduate training is required and
advancement is difficult unless one remains continuously employed.

Even salary, which is often cited as- the greatest deterrent to
teacher:_ecruitm_ high _enough=to be an attraction in some cases,
according to Lortie. For individuals from low-income backgrounds, teaching
may represent upward mobility; and, among those occupations, traditionally
considered "acceptable" for women, teaching is among . the most highly, paid- .
(Lortie, 1975; See also Sykes, 1983; Schlecty and Vance 1982; Mange, 1982)

The teachers to whom we talked during the course of this study
confirined these findingS. They invariably mentioned working with young people
both- as the -reason they became teachers -and as the major reason that they
continue to work as teachers. An interest in a particular subject matter, or in
education in general, was also frequently mentioned. A high school chemistry
teacher, for example, remarked that he had . considered both teaching and.
working as a chemist in industry; teaching struck him as much more-interesting,
and, at that time, the starting salary differential was An English -teacher
mentioned a love-of- liter-a Ltir-Walicith-e-r one -pointed7out-that, as. an English .

major who wanted to use his college training, he was limited to teaching or
writing-4-and teaching paid a steady, if not munificent salary. Several teachers
commented that they had enjoyed school -or been influenced by a favorite
teacher to go into the profession.

Issues like salary, job security, and scheduling Were much less
irhportant in, motivating these teachers, _although they were significant
considerations for some. Time off in the summers is important to many
teachers, either because they Want to be home with- their children. or because
they,. enjoy pursuig other .interestS.. For boweVer, the frqe summer is-
negated by the necessity of working at another job toy make en& meet.- The

- to-3 schedule during the school year is said to be an asset for teachers who are



parents and want to be home, when thweir children come home from school, but
several teachers labeled this advantage a "myth"; there is never enough time
during the school day to prepare cil.ses and do other necessary paperwork,
,leaving a choice between staying late at school and taking work homeso while
they may be at home with their children, they do not necessarily have any more
time to spend with them. As one teacher put it, "This is the worst sort of job to
have with a family, because you can't _leave the job behind when you go home."

The importance of easy intry. and re-entry to the profession was
confirmed by several teachers intervilmwed who had done something else before
becoming teachers or had stopped worlacing for a while to raise children. A male
teacher had worked in the. trucking industry, another was a cabinet maker,'
_third was a corn uter - programmer etwaid then s nt time in the Nay severe
women had left teaching for varying; periods to raise children; another woman,
who married and_harLchildren Imrnecniately_ after high school, went to college
and became a teacher when`her chilcIren' were teenagers.

Teaching as an opportuni_ Ly for upward mobility, or as one of a
limited range of careers availatiMe, was also obvious among teachers
interviewed. Women frequently not.d that they had few choices available at
the time they were making career , tiecisions. One the son of a factory
Worker, said his father urged him to gc=, into teaching "sohe wouldn't come home
from work dirty every night." Other men, in commenting on the work they had
done-' before going into _teaching, implied that achieving white-collar,
professional status was one reason fer. making the change.

Clearly, teachers are attracted to the profession by a varie
extrinsic and intrinsic rewards.

B. Wh .-eachffs5.Lai..____the__ ofession_t

Once ii the picifession, 17-teachers' willingness to stay depends, in
`part, on the-continuing adequacy of e.extrinsic rewards, but. in Much larger part
on the intrinsic rewards of their expvience. Much of the research on the status
of the teaching profession shows thavor recently teachers have been perceiving a
number of changes in their Work ciremcumstances that affect the nature of the
work they do, and these changes 1 iave made conditions for teachers more
negative.

Chan es in Extrinsi Rewards

Two researchers conducted interviews with 104 educators
in the San Jose Unified School Di.straict in 1978-79 found'coniiderable concern
about the impact on education of clal and economic changes, such as tpx
limitations, -- equity of spending allocations, declining enrollment, and-
mainstreaming, highlighted by a sere that the public was extremely unhappy
With the -perfortnance of local schmools._ (Calfee and Pessirilo-Jurisic, 198Ir
Teachers and administrators repoite. that they were working harder than ever,
under worsening conditions and for lewer. rewards. Manr.teaChers indicated
planS to leave the profession. 1\01jOr' responsibility 'for the situation was
attributed to reductions in funding due to passage of Proposition t3, and
additionally to poor public attitudes -coward education.



There is
Salaries- are problematic, rob security has become shaky, and respect for
teachers rtaft s "declined=

eason for teachers to feel this way in California.-

a. Salaries

California teacher salaries compare very favorably with
teachers slaries in other states. According to NEA, California teacher
salaries wl-ankich averaged $22,755 were the fifth highest in the nation in 1981-
Si; the natMoifal average was $19,064. (NEA, 1982b) However, it remains true
that teacers in this state are paid less than other 'occupations requiring.
similar co liege degrees. Figure 3 compares average annual salaries in
California for assistant/associate engineers, programtners, staff services
analysts, simeocial workers, and schoolteachers for the years 1972 -73 through
198J-82. t shows that teachers have had the lowest average annual salary--
$16,671 Bier the ten-year period -while the next lowest profession- (social
workers) erned approximately 19% more, and the engineers (the highest paid)
earned 379 more than teachers.

Of Course, teachers' salaries are not twelve-month
salaries bit are rather for ten months . of the year. It is often argued,
therefore, that to make this kind of comparison teachers' salaries must be
adjusted inward. We feel that rather than adding two more months' salary at
the teachrs' ten-month rate, the fairest upward adjustment would be one
based on Mr-NEA data about teachers' actual summer earnings. Since .these
averaged Must $1,302 in 1981, they make a negligible improvement in -the
results presented above, raising the teachers' salary- only to an average of
$17,973 ov.-ier the last ten years. (NEA, 1982c)

This low average teacher salary reflects a very low
starting sa_lary and a pay scale that reaches its maximum in a relatively short
lime, Theme average beginning salary in 1981-82 in California for a person with
a B.A. de=ree plus an additional 30 units (the typical first-credential holder)
was $14,83; the average maximum was $27,337. (California Teachers'
Association) Typically, the ceiling is slightly less than twice the beginning
salary ands 2 can be reached within ten years. For the approximately 63% of
California teachers who have more than ten years of educational service
(MOE, 182e), there is no oppottunity for salary groWth other than
Inflationary increases and -periodic tenure bonuses provided by a limited
number of school districts, unlesS they leave the profession ,or go into school
adrninistr.-tion. After ten years, moving up means moving out.

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the Endicott
reports, armad the College Placement Council reports, beginning salaries for
schoolteachimers with a B.A. degree in 1980 were lower than any other profession.
(Guthrie aramad Kirst, 1982) . This is furlher confirmed in -a survey reported by U.S.
News and WoHd Re ort which indicated that 1983 graduates in engineering,
science, art,d busin will be offered salaries substantially higher than graduates
bieclucatiown, is me cases twice as large (see Table 11).

..

To- add 'to this. disparity, teacherS salaries have not been
.

.

keeping pr---ce h inflation-as .well as salaries -for other occupations:- All the :
salary lever no ed in Figure 3 rose More slowly than the'Consumer Price Index
(CPI)-rate of 8.6% between 1972773-and 1981-82 (see Table :12), but engineers',
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. Figure 3

Average Annual Salaries of California Schoolteachers
Compared to Other Occupations in California

1972-73 to 1981-82

TEN-YEAR ANNUAL AVERAGE

ENGINEERS - 522.828
STAFF SERVICES ANALYSTS - 520.566
PROGRAMMERS - $20-.288
SOCIAL WORKERS - $19,809
SCHOOLTEACHERS -7516.671

ASST/ASSOC ENGINEERS

ot.AosollittO

STAFF SERVICES -

ANALYSTS .

SOCIAL
WORKERS

PROGRAMERS

somplitom-a.
TEACHERS

72 -73 73-74 74 -75 75-76 76 -77i 77£78 78 -79 79-8 82

Sources: 1972-73 and\1973-74 dala for all occupations, except schoolteachers,
are from the Statewide\cooperative Survey by the California State Personnel
Board. These salary figurek were taken from private industries located in the Los
Angeles and San FranciscO"\areas. Data for 1974-75 to 198142 are from
"Distribution of Salary Corriparison Charts" prepared by the University of
California Systemwide Personnel Office. It combines salaries from private
industries located, in the Los Angeles and San Francisco areas as well as
governmental pay in California.

Schoolteachers' salaries for 1972-73 to 1975-76 are from California Agency for .2.
Research and Education, 1973, 1974, 1975>J976. Salaries for 1976-77 and 1977-78
are from SDOE, 1977, 197-8b. 1978-79 tO 1981-82 data are from NEA, 1980c,
198Ia; I982b.



Table

Average Annual Salaries for 1983
S

Chemical engineering
Electrica! engineering
Compute' science
Civil engineering
Physics
fAathernatics
Marketing sales
Business administration
Personnel administration.
Communications
Hotel restaurant managerneht
Social sciences
education

radua_-tes in Various Fields

Source: U.S. News and World Re o

Table

$27,083
26,031
24,485
22,473
20,076
17,660
16,941
16,419
15,931
15,606
14,699
13,835
13,358

ecem 982.

Percentage increase in Certair Califc="rnia Occupations
Compared to the Consumer P-x-ice Index

1973-74 to 1981-82

9-Year Average
(1973-74 to 1981-82)

1973-74
1974-75

Consumer
Price Index agsrariner-s

8.1

7.8
ILO

Assistan=t
Associat.

En/Ineer
Social

Workers
School-

teachers

7.4

6.5
9.6

Staff
Services
Analysts

8.6

11.5
3.9

8.11

-1, -Ng-

8. t=i

6.9

2.9
'9.9

1975-76 8.7 7.1 7. 10.0 8.5 11.4-

1976-77 6.3 6.9 : 6,6,.- 5.2 : .- -4.7 6.2 -

1977-78 =4.8 9.4
9. ---:-

12.-5--
6.9

7,2
3.4

-4.8
4.11978779 11.3 5.2

1979-80 14.3 10.0 - , 2.- 9.5 1.5 8.6
198041 8.9 44 5. 0 15.0 .4.9
1981-82- 7.8 8.7 8,41 11.9 9.8 8.7

*There is an obvious error, in the survey. liowevr, nobody-can explain it or .

provide the correct figure. Therefore, the 1973--74 figure was excluded: in
agcalculating the average salary for engineers,

Sources: CPI information, is from the University- of California Price and. Price-
Related Indices. Data for the oCcupatIons cam-Tie from the same sources as
Figure 3 of-th is report.



programmers', and social workers' calories increased at a rate ranging from 8.0-
8.1%, while teachers averaged 7.4%. Staff services analysts' salaries rose at a
rate of 6.9 %. In the last decade, teachers' salary increases exceeded the--CPI
only- three times--in 1974 -75 (9.6%) and in the two most recent years, 1980-81
and 1981-82. Over the nine-year period, California schoolteachers have lost
more than 20% in purchasing power compounded annually.

While some teachers, union officials, and members of the
public argue that collective bargaining has positively affected the teachers'
salary levels, specific information about the role of collective bargaining in
these salary figures for California is unavailable. The information that is
available on a nationwide basis is inconclusive. For example, Richard Wynn has
reviewed the relationship of collective bargaining and teacher salaries from.
1960 to 1980 and found no evidenceto- indicate thatollectivcbargaming has
had a Positive influence on teacher salaries during the past two decades. (Wynn,
1981), On -the other hand, David Lipsky has reviewed several major studies
published from 1970 to 1980 and concluded that teacher bargaining has
increased salaries above levels that otherwise would have prevailed, but that
these increases have been rather modest. (Lipsky, 1982)

b. Security

At the same time that salaries have been problematic,
job security has declined. Nationally, about 6%, or an estimated 135,000 'public
schoolteachers; were informed, in 1978-79 that they might not be rehired- in
1979-80. (NEA, 1980b) Herin_California-it-has-become-common-practice-to-
send substantial numbers of layoff notices to teachers on March 15 and then
rescind them in May or August.

The layoff process takes a psychological-toll on teachers.
veral with whom we spoke noted that the practice of laying teachers off on a

yearly basis is demoralizing and frustrating. A high school chemistry teacher
told us,- "I'm 'in an area of high demand and I get laid off every year. I get laid
off in March and-don't receive my final notification until May. The district lays
off by seniority -100 people every ear; last year 30 wer permanently laid off.
It's a very demoralizing- process. You are served with papers, and, in essence,
'hereby accused of being surplus'."

According to Lortie, historically, people have chosen
teaching_as -a career-because of its securityin a 19791-Fa-i.6s poll; teach -ling
finished last among a chbice of pccupations as a- field in which to achieve
security and make money. (Harris, 1979)

Respect for Teachers

The teacher's status in the community has also been
changing. Americans have always,been equivocal about the status of and value
of the teaching occupation. In part, the ambivalence about teachers manifests
a more general strain in our culture which historian Richard Hofstadter
identified in his Pulitzer-prize winning study,= Anti - Intellectualism in American
Life. (Hofstadter, 1962) Scholars, academics; artists, and others, associated
with the intelleet have .alWays been the object of suspicion and the butt of
jokes as well as the sources of awe and pride. //The figure of the schoolteacher,
Hofstadter notes, eciaLly:suffers this confused cultural legacy.

:29



Not only is the teacher' unclear, but the rote of
public education has changed over ,the years. Until recently, even though we
were committed as a society in principle to universal, public education, the
schl systems in practice served the populade quite selectively. Only a
fraction of the entering student population completed high school, and the
immigrant poor and minority students dropped out early in disproportionate
numbers. Our determination to hold more children longer in the schools, to
supply a wider array of service to them, and to establish academic achievement
as an entitlement rather than a privilege has added immeasurable challenges to
the job of teaching. (Sykes, 1983)

Finally, at the same time as these complexities and
_contradictions_dlallenge the acher,_There_exists--,arnong-people-in-both` the
education and lay communities a perception that we ought by now to know-hoW

-_best to teach and that all we have to do to solve our educational problems is
establish and administer policies designed to ensure that teachers practice
those methods of teaching that will bring about the desired results. (Shulman,
1983) When the complex problems of the education system are not readily
solved, public confidence in the education system and in teachers erodes.

A recent study of stress and teaching identified two
major sources of stress: lack of respect for teachers and "barriers" to teaching,
which include excessive paperwork, administrative regulations, poor student
attitudes, and the threat of violence ki the schools. The teachers interviewed .

not only cited lack of respect as a major source of stress,ALI, also_believ_e_d_that. _
their other problemsthe barriers to-teachingsterrimed directly from this lack
of respect. (Schwartz et al., 1983)

Teachers feel resentment because they are being blamed
for declining student achievement and other problems in the schools that they
feel are beyond their power to change.. Some teachers also believe, however,
that the rise of collective bargaining in recent years has contributed to the
public's lack of respect for teachers. Where teachers and administrators once
worked together, motivated by a shared concern`' about educating young people,
now they are mere often in conflict with each other. This adversarial situation,
they feel, has brought about increased public scrutiny of teaching, and some
teachers feel a loss of 'dignity and respect. (Mitchell and Kerchner, 1983; also
interviews with teachers)

Whatever the reasons for the perception that teachers
have declined n prestige in the eyes of the general public, it must affect the
status of the teaching profession.- In a field where status has always been
fraught with. contradictions, such a decline, especially on top of salary and
security problems, is of serious concern.

2. Problem_ s With the Teacher's Work Experience

In addition to important .changes in extrinsic job attributes
teachers cannot directly affect, significant problems are also 'occurring that
affect_what goes on in the classroom. Although few -of these also are'under the --.-
tea1scpntrof, most researchers and the-teachers to whom we-tallied felt
they ail"Thore shattering to teachers than the extrinsic changes because they
cause teachers to question 'their own competence 'and they detract from the



teacher's sense of being in charge--of their classrooms and their professional
lives. ( Educational'R & U Report) 1982; Lortie, 1975)

a. Changes in Students

Several different changes related to students have been
occurring in California and elsewheredemographic changes, new student mixes
i* classrooms due to legislative mandates, and ,deterioration in- student
attitudes.

Some evidence suggests that some teachers 'are
experiencigg difficulties in adapting to demographic"cf-ta:rige in the composition

.
_of_their-students.As-Table-13--sho ,-= ---ty-----Tudent-Arr--
California schools has increased substantially in the past fifteen years; now 44%

of all students are- non-white. While the proportion of non -white professional
staff has also grown, it is now just 17%.

\- Concomitant increases in the nu'inbers of minority
students who need help with the English language and in students of all races
who need substantial help with basic skills have created new .problems for
Ie...cher. In addition, adaptations Must -occurias 'school populations change.
One California study noted that teachers in ethe district studied, in addition to
traditional classroom duties,- were expected to handle new, important, and

Table 13

Percentage of K-12 Non-White Pupils and Piofessional Staff

1967

1969-

1971

1979
1980
1981

Pupils Professional Staff

25.3

26.3

28.9

30.5

8.6

36.5 14.5

40.0 16.0
16.e

113.6 17.3

urces - Data for 1967 -1977 pupils and. 1967 and 1977 professional staff
aEe from SDOE, n.d. 1979 and 198.1 data for pupils and 1979 data, for'
prefessional staff are from SDOE, 1982d. 1980'and '1981 data fer.professionall.

.staff are:from SDOE, 1982a and '1982b.
.



difficult problems. This included getting students of different races to interact
well with one another and to develop good relationships with both minority and
white teachers. (Griffiths, 1983) The author 'also noted that the teachers' initial
lack of intercultural understanding and tolerance made it® difficult for some to
adapt to perceived differences in the value placed on schooling. One of the
principals in Southern California with whom we spoke said of her faculty, "They
cannot deal with the multicultural population, who don't speak English and don't
have middle class values."

It is clear that there is a dramatic permanent change
going on in the student population in California which places teachers in an
environment where some feel unprepared and uncomfortable.

Similarly, mainstreaming legislation, which calls for the.
inclusion of educationally and physically handicapped children in regular
classroom activity, requires teachers to t change the teaching patterns with
which they feel comfortable in order to accommodate the new classroom
situation. (SRI, study-in progress) Children need more individual attention, but
average class size has been-rising, not falling, since Proposition 13. (Kirst, 1982)

There are,' of course, arguments about the value of small
class :size. On the one hand,_researchers who have tried to link class size and
student performance have produced confusing and inconclusive results. A

UNESCO prOject in the late sixties and early seventies, for' example, found that
pupils in classes, of more than 30 learned considerably more of everything than
iid thus er_s=-ha_ve__fbund__

instead, in their work, that there is a small but/not dramatic positive
relationship between small class size and student performance. (Smith and
Glass, 1979) On the other hand, class size is a real, concern for. teachers, not
because it is related to student outcomes, but because, as one observer hai
noted, "Smaller classes help keep a teacher from going off her rocker. This is,"
he concluded, "indisputably important enough for us to keep Working towards"
(Rafferty, 19$2) Smith and Glass agree, arguini that there a substantial
effect of class size on teachers' attitudes toward/students, morale, and general
satisfaction. (Smith and Glass, 1979) The best information we have been able to
find about class size in California is presented in Table 14. It consistently
indicates that class sizes in California are well the national average.

On the average, California secondary schoolteachers
teach five general education classes per day.; the same as the national average.
(CBEDS; NEA, 1'982) Applying this information to what we know about classr
size allows us to estimate that secondary schoolteachers in California, on the
average, see 145 pupils per day.

-Susan Griffiths in her interviews of tea :hers and ex-
__teachersours found additional freouentiy ressed about
a deterioration in the attitudes and ehavior of students. (Griffiths, 1983)
Many teachers said stUdents were not interested in learning, had a lack 9f
respect for 'education, and seemed tube considerably less able to concentrate
than previous generations of students' were. In the NEA Nationwide Teacher
Opinion Poll, 1980, 54% of the respondents said that student behavior interferes
with their teaching, and 60% said that students' attitudes. toward learning have
a negative effect on the teachers' morale and job satisfaction. In both these
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cases, the percentages were substantially higher for high school teachers than
for elementary teachers. (NEA, 1980b)

Violence, the most extreme behavior problem, seems to
be about as Much of a problem in California as in the rest of .the country. The
1980 NEA Nationwide Teacher Opinion Poll indicated that 5.2% of- the teaeiiers
who responded had been physically attacked by a student at feast once within,
the previout twelve months. As Table 15 shows, the percentage for teachers in
the West was 5.3%.

The only available statewide California' data show that
between September 1, 1980, and February 1, 1981, there were 1,710 recorded
assaults by students against teachers in the 88% of the districts that reported

Table 14

Class Size, 198142

Self-contained primary
school classes

Departmentalized secondary
school classes--total

Art'
Drama
English_
Foreign Languages
Mathematics
Physical Education
Science
Social Science

California U.S.

27

29
26
28
30
30
40
31
32

Sources:-CBED5,-and National EducatiOn Association, 1982c.

Table 15

'24

Percentage of Schoolteachers Who Said They Had Been Physically Attacked
in the Previous Twelve Months

Source: NEA, 1980b

heastRegion
Southeast Region 5.4
West Region .3
Middle Region 4.3

U.S. 5.2



data. MOE, 1951 b) If this is extrapolated to all districts and to a full year,
and we assume that each assault occurred to a different teacher, the data
would imply that 3% of California's teachers were involved in recorded assaults.
This is probably an underestimate since not all assaults are reported; indeed, in
the NEA Poll, 15% of the teacheri who were physically attacked indicated that
they did not report the incident to the police or school offiCials largely because-
they saw no use in doing so.

Although these figures may riot seem large, discipline is
viewed by teachers and by the public as one of the biggest problems in the
public schools. (Gallup, 1969 to 1982; NEA, '19801D) Here in California, public
officials have begun to address the problem seriously in recent years: former
State Superintendent of Instruction Wilson Riles declared elimination of school-
related crimes and violence his highest priority for 1981-82, and then State
Attorney General George Deukmejian established a School Safety Center within
the Department of Justice in 1980. But the key place discipline problems have
to be resolved is in the schools themselves, and in this issue as in many others,
the calibre of school administrators is crucial.

b. Proble ms With Administrators' Attitudes

Researchers who have tried to determine what makes
schools effective have concluded that one of the key ingredients for a high-
achieving school is an effective principal. (Purkey and Smith, 1982a) Principals
play key roles in the areas of student achievement, school climate, power and
decision-making, curriculum, school-level-organization and coordination, and
human relations and morale, and their behavior and decisions deeply affect
teachers' work experience, What we have foun-d in research specific to
California is that many teachers are frustrated in their interactions with
administrators. Griffiths, for example, reports, "Teachers feel -excluded from
decisions about program changes. They think some of the decisions are poorly
conceived and suffer from a lack of teaching input. Some resp'andents also
believe the administration is insensitive in the way they handle staff cuts and
reassignments." (Griffiths,. 1983) The teachers we interviewed also seemed
generally negative about administrators' performance. The problems that
teachers mentioned to us included:

Lack of res ect by administrators for teachers - "We need to
stop the indignities to teachers .by administrators...they should
not dress us- down in public." "TimeclockS should not be

loWers morale and professionalism."

Lack of, support by administratorsGriffith's teachers and
those With whom we spoke noted that they need support for
disciplinarr action, improved attendance, the ability to limit
disruptive students' capabilities to interfere with the
-e-di.Ttliw--(3f-o-operativestErdemtRi-alithiartty---to-reriuire----
that students complete acaderhic tasksand they don't receive
that support.

Perceived 'discriminatory practices by administrators"We
have a lack of upward mobility for women in secondary
education."



Incompetent administrators"The Peter Principle survives in
education..." "Stop kicking the incompetents upstairs."

Adversar relationshi s due to unionization--Reactions to the
effects of collective bargaining are mixed, but some teachers
believe that an adversary position between the teachers and
the administrators has come abou-' as a result of collective
bargaining. "We had a good relationship with the district until
collective bargaining started...now resentment (on both sides)
is prevalent." On the other hand, a principal in one district
commented, "Union contracts haven't changed the relationship
between administrators and teachers...we don't have a closed
shop."

Feelin =s of loss of controlSome teachers, have mentioned
that while they feel they have some control in the classroom,

omr
(Lightfoot, 1983) Teachers resent directives forced upon them
from above and decision-making processes in which they have_
little input. They feel that they have little opportunity to
express ideas to policy makers, and that administrators
manipulate them and can be either too authoritarian or non-.
directive.

Interestingly, Bossert et al. (1982), report that women
who have become principals posess more qualities that are correlated with
effective leadership than do men principals. To 'quote them,

Women principals tend to score higher on
standardized tests and have more
experience in education than male
principals...Women more readily exchange
information, work more hours, are more
inclined to be innovative, are more likely to
be democratic leaders, and are more
preferred by teachers and superiors than
men.

They also note, however, that in California, a disproportionate number of
principals are male, despite an increase in the number of females with
administrative credentials.

Two other personal characteristics, training and teaching
experierice, have not been shown by researchers to have a significant
relationship to job performance, contrary to public opinion (Bossert et al.,

-1982), but a- fourth characteristic,- the=principaPs,ability=to-be=flexible_about
approaches to teaching and administrative work, seems to be crucial. (Mitchell,
Ortiz, and Mitchell, 1983)

1'

It also seems likely that- level of school (primary, junior
high, senior _high) influences the principal's role; Berman and Gjetlen (1982)
have come- to the tentative conclusion that prinCipals do play a different role in
secondary school than:they do in elementary schools. For example, their study
of the California School Improvement Program suggests that the Orincipalls role



at the secondary level may involve -cernmunity relations more than at the
elementary level. John Goodlad's Study of Schooling also indicates that
problems with administrators can create more job dissatisfaction for secondary
teachers than for elementary teachers where there is less need for coordination
and control. (Beritzen, et al., 1980)

Finally, while it is agreed that principals do influence
teachers, it should also be noted that teachers, ki turn, influence principals.
According to Barbara Butterworth's research (1981), principals and teachers
expect a. great deal from each otherprimarily support in assuming and
maintaining their own authority. This mutual relationship and its effect on the
teacher's self-confidence may be as important to satisfaction as any of the
other elements of a teacher's work experience.

c. The Problem of Autonomy

Another important dissatisfaction in teachers' lives has
to do with their autonomy. Teachers join what they believe is a profession.
And yet autonomyone of the essential elements of professional life - -is not
part of their work. It has always been true that teachers, more than any other
professionals, are under constant public scrutiny and are therefore less free
act than doctors, lawyers, engineers, librarians, or even social ers.
However, teachers now feel that lack of freedom inside as well as outside the
school. One Boston teacher put it this way:

You have a great deal of autonomy about
what-goes-o
four walls, but at the same time you have to
be sure that it looks a certain way, that it
appears to be the way that it's supposed to
be on the outside. In other words, you can't
do anything that is too apparently outre
without bumping up against things. So the
fact that we "control" 25 or so little people
is very small compensation for not feeling
as though we can control the kind of books
we can order, have the kinds of programs we
want, the kind of feeling of friendliness
throughout the school.... "(Boston Women's
Teachers' Gehtip 1983)

Many writers have pointed out that teaching does not
have the characteristics, of a profession. (e.g., Mitchell and Kerchner, 1983)
Generally speaking, teachers do not control the legal system that grant& them
specific rights and protections; they do not have autonomous control over the
work; they do not control access to their-services- by -making it .illegal to
practice the prOfession without a license; they do not make membership depend

-upon_an_extended_period-of-rigorous-training and forma examination; and they
do not have high social status. It has, in fact, been effectively argued that the
current collective bargaining practiced support rules and procedures that
emphasize the direct inspection of teaching, work .arid the close planning of
teacher duties by school administrators rather than teacherd themselves. Thus,
the laboring aspects of teaching -are emphasized rather than -craft, artistry, or



professionalism. (Mitchell and Kerchner, 1983) One of the teachers with whom
we spoke addressed this ambiguity of role definition, "It's weird...we went
through school being told we were being trained to be professionals, and then,
the first day on the job, we were told where to sign up for the union." The
tension between wanting control over the classroom and the work life but also
having to respond to multiple _ demands from the public, parents, and
administrators is a serious problem at a time of few other rewards.

d. - The Problem of Advancement

People entering the teaching profession rarely consider
the fact that the career ladder for teachers is very limited.. Not only do
teachers top out in salary after- only ten years, but the routes to intellectual
growth, improvement of skills, and recognition for talent are .very limited.
After a very brief learning period of 2-3 years, teachers are veterans, and. the
job structure does not encourage or automatically provide incentives or
opportunities for development. (Boston Women's Teacher's. Group, 1983; Lortie,
1975)

Some argue that this adds to the evidence that teaching
is not truly a profession. Lortie has pointed out that teaching is "careerless."
The neophyte is virtually indistinguishable from the thirty-year veteran. To
advance, teachers have to move outither into administration or into another
field. In addition, the incentive system is largely insensitive to ;variations in
talent and effort. Dedicated and effective teachers receive the same salary,

,vacations, and other benefits as non-effective, non-productive teachers.
es "not

impose =or allow for, changes in the type of work activities as a function of
experience." (Lipka and Goulet, 1979) This, too, has to be destructive to a
teacher's sense of personal competence.

C. A Note About Private School Teachers

In- recent years, as- perceptions of problems in the public schools
have increased, policy makers- and researchers have begun to ask why private
schools seem to work better. James Coleman's latest major study (1981) argues
that private schools' educate students better than do public schools even when
differences in student background are 'taken into account (though his findings
are being hotly contested). (Noell, and Mc Portland and Dill in Harvard
Education Review, 1981; Murnane in Sociology of Education, 1982) -Researchers
who have, more_ generally, tried to explain school effectiveness, Kaye pointed
out that the characteristics of their "effective schools" very closely resemble
those Coleman lauds in 'his "private schools"more discipline, more homework,
and higher academic expectationsthe qualities of teaching and administration
that encourage learning. (Turkey and Smith, 19-82a)

Theterestingor our analysis is at private
schools appear to -be willing to work for, less pay. . Nationally, salaries for
teachers in private day schools affiliated, with the National. Association of
-Independent Schools (MATS) averaged $16,103 in 1982-83, ,compared with
$20,531 for public schools; for the Far West the figures are $17,660 compared
with $23,612. And although the purchasing power of those salaries has declined
for all teachers, it has declined more. severely for private school teachers: -
16.5% from; 1971-72 to 198243, compared with 13.2% for public school



teachers. Interestingly, however, if one looks only at the period from 17/ 76S(J
to 1982-83, private day school salaries have increased 4% in real terms, while
public school salaries declined 5.4%. (NAIS, 1983; NEA, 1982b. NA'S boarding
schools are not included tiere, because their total compensation for teachers
often includes housing as well as salary.) In- general, it appears that most
private schools (except for the most elite) achieve their success at a much
lower per-student cost than the average public school, in part because of lower.
teacher salaries. (Greeley, n.d.)

NAIS has also studied job satisfac ion among teachers in their
member schools; 94% of teachers surveyed in K-8 day schools and 91% of those
in day schools for grades 7-12 expressed more satisfaction than dissatisfaction
with their jobs. The most frequently mentioned sources of satisfaction for
teachers at all levels were challenges in their work, relationships with students,
and a sense of professional achievement. The most frequently mentioned
source of dissatisfaction, not surprisingly, was salary. (NAIS, 1980) These data
seem. to support the argument that the intrinsic rewards of a supportive work
environment are powerful incentives for teachers.

D. Effects of ecent Chan es nn TeacherS

It is apparent from national data that teachers' satisfaction with
their jobs is declining. NEA has surveyed teachers every five years for the last -
twenty asking, "If you could go back and start over, would you becoine a
teacher?" The percentage who answered' that they "certainly would" has
declined dramatically, as Figure _4 shows, from a high of 52.6% in 1966 to a low
of 21.8% in 1981. The percentages of those who said they "certainly would not"
or "probably would not" become teachers has risen comparatively. Figures fo
the Wegt show that teachers in this part of the country have been and still are
slightly more satisfied than-is true nationally, but the trend is the same.

fi

The circumstances we have described above help to explain the
dissatisfactions of current teachers with the profession and with their work
experience. It seems likely that, as these problems become more widely
publicized, they will hinder the recruitment of new teachers--not only because
of reduced extrinsic rewards in . comparison with alternative career
opportunities, but even more signifiCantly, because both practicing and
potential teachers may have less faith that they will be able to help students
and that teaching is worth the time, devoted to it.

Despite these findings, there is still considerable altruism among
current teachers. A .substantial number of the teachers we interviewed, while
lamenting low salaries ands a loss of autonomy' over their day-to-day teaching,
nevertheless remain convinced that they can continue to succeed in educating
children. Younger people making their first career decisions, however, may be
less willing to: make the kind of sacrifices that earlier geherations of teachers
have made in the name of helping youth and advancing our socie
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IIL CONCLUSIONS AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

It is clear that the teaching profession, in California as well as nationally,
(is facing serious problems. Salaries are flow compared to alternative

professions, job security (traditionally an important attraction) has been shaken
by cutbacks, and public opinion and the media have put teachers on the
defensive. Inside the schools there are problems, too. Changes in sttidents
make teacheis feel less confident, shortened school days and school years are
limiting whatan be accomplished, above-average' class size has a negatiire
effect on tea?-her morale, teachers have decreasing autonomy and no room for
advancement within the profession, and some administrators do not seem to be
addressing these problems creatively, but are instead adding to them with a
lack of support for teachers' authority.

In the next ten years, there is a good probability that California will face
a teacher shortage across the board of the sort it now =faces in mathematics,
Scie'nce, and bilingual education. This general shortage, however, will not be
caused by a lack of credentialed teachers, but rather by the existence of better
alternatives,- and by the fact that the teaching profession is an unattractive
career choice. Indeed, it is frequently argued, teaching is hardly a profession at
\all.

In the past, when teaching had_ a more captive population of bright
women, for whom few alternatives existed, school systems did not need to
worry m_ uch about ensuring an adequate supply of teachers or providing the
kinds of salaries and environments that would attract and retain the best. Now,.
in a society in which many more jobs are service-oriented, white-collar, and
open` to all races and both sexes, the teaching profession, the policy makers who
provide for it, and the administrators who manage it need to reassess, what is

_

required to make teaching a competitive career.

The reasons for this should be obvious. A workforce that is low in morale,
insecure in its position, underpaid, and constantly concerned about its
competence _arid its ability to control its own worklife cannot work at peak
performance to help our children learn, and our children are our society's
future. 'Gam Sykes ha!'s put it well in saying,' "Who shall teach...is today the
most pressing question facing our educational system; failure to respond to this
question is likely to compromise any other refOrm measure under
consideration." (Sykes, 1982)

-_____Knowing_where to7begin is, however, more difficult than recognizing the
problems. Here inCalifornia, responsibility for the professional life of teachers
is very divided; no one actor or group of actors can thernielves make the set of
improvements that are necessary. Legislators, -superintendents, principals,
school board member's, union offiCials, institutions of higher education, parents,
the media, CTC, the State Department of Education, and, not least, teachers
themselves all have a role to, play in solving-this profession's problems.; What is



required is some agreement (1) that changes are needed, and (2) that there are
some clear solutions that should be pursued. We hope that this report will make
the need for change clear and that this chapter will provoke enough discussion
about solutions to identify useful directions to pursue.

One final caveat: although it is clear that the profession has problems, it
is not always easy to tell how bad those problems are and whether they are
getting better or worse. Information about California teachers is by no means
complete. The most comprehensive data babe on teachers is the State
Depar tment of Education's CBEDS. CBEDS is indispensible bul. also insuf-
ficentindispensible because it is an important source of high-quality
information that supports administrative decisions about teachers and provides
the State's only overview of teacher demographics and teaching assignments,
but insufficent because it lacks a comprehensive structure and omits some key
data elements that could facilitate some valuable policy research. For

_example, neither CBEDS nor any other source, can identify the numbbr of
teachers teaching outside their subject areas, the amount of time each day that
teachers teach, how many supplement their income with second or summer jobs,
or what school-related work they do outside the classroom.

With several simple, low-cost enhancements, CBEDS could become a
much more important 'tool for policy research. Those include: (I) a data
dictionary to help users interpret results, (2) a review by educational
researchers and policy makers to see that the survey includes all essential
information about the lives -of teachers, (3) a survey strategy that reduces the
burden on teachers by asking only a limited set of essential questions to the full
population and a more comprehensive set of questions to a smaller sample, and
(4) the development of data-processing and report-writing features that will
make the information more accessible to local users.

This enhanced version of CBEDS could become even more powerful when
coordinated with other existing information sources about schools and teach-
ersfor example Census data, the California Assessment Program, the State
Teachers' Retirement System, the Commission on Teacher Credentialing's
records, and the new Teacher Proficiency Examination. We are not suggesting
a data system that would monitor every teacher's moves, but rather one that
would allow analyses of the profession's changing derhographics over time. It
seems reasonable to think that we should be able to know whether the K-12
teacher workforce in California' is aging, or chow many newly credentialed
teachers found full-time jobs, or for how many teachers' families teaching is a
second income. But, without coordination of sources and consistency over a
period of years, we cannot have information like this.

Finally, there is no information in present data systems about privtr
school teachers. It would be very useful to be able to compare their salaries,
their training and the nature of their work with those of teachers in the publk
schools.

Despite these limitations, we feel that enough information exists
suggest two important conclusions which are discussed below:

Just holding still, maintaining the teaching profession's appeal a
current limited level, will require significant effort, and



Any real improvement in the attractiveness of the -profession will
require major efforts to redesign the teachers' career pattern.

,

Just Holding Still Will Require Significant,Effort

1. More Money

The old adage that "you get what you pay for" appears to be
true in this circumstance and may become even truer if a general_ shortage of
teachers materializes in the next decade.

According to the National Education Association's statistics,
California in 1980 spent on K-12 education the equivalent of 3.46% of the
States personal income, making it 4-9th in the ranking of the states. (NEA,
1982b) To be first, California would have to increase its expenditures by about
$11 billion or 125%. Simply to equal the national average, expenditures would
have to increase by $2 billion or 24%.

It is also important to note that, according to, recent studies,
California can afford greater expenditures on education. An analysis done by
the Federal Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, comparing

. the various states' taxation ability and performance, concludes that in 1980
California had a 17% greater capacity for -tax revenue than other states but was
taxing itself at only the national average. (ACIR, 1982) An increase that
utilized all of the tax capacity could net $4 billion above current revenue levels
per year.

Of course, as the Legislative Analyst has pointed out in
analyzing the Governor's 1983-84 Budget, although California "can afford to
spend more on, education in absolute terms than other states," it = ay not choose

\to do so. (California State Legislature, 1983) Indeed, in 1-ece t years_ other
services have received higher priority. Using the NBA measure escribed above
'(expenditures as a percent of-personal income), California ranks high among all
states for investment in other public services (8th in police protection, ,8th in
fire\ protection, and 8th in public welfare), about average (25th) in higher
education, but 43rd in health and hospitals and 49th in elementary and
secondary education. (NEA, 1982b) A recent poll conducted by Opinion
Research of California found that 53% of the respondents believe that the cost
of California public school education per resident should be among the top ten
in the nation. (OpiniOn Research, July 1982)

It is time to recognize this disparity and develop among the
public and the\ Legislature a willingness to increase spending for the public
schools. ..Of course, simply spending more will not solve the teaching
profession's problems; the money must be spent in usefdl ways. Some
possibilities are suggested below. --

a. \ Higher Salaries

- As Section II of this report indicated present salary. \ 7

levels for teachers do not compare favorably to those of other professions and
alternative careers. Although increases would be costly and may be
economically and politically infeasible, it is important to consider raising
teachers' salaries, particularly starting salaries.



In order to present some sense of the magnitude of
dollars involved in any salary increase, we constructed a model based on the
data about numbers of teachers in the demand analysis of this report, and using,
estimated average salary data provided by the California Teachers Association.
We assumed no change in the pupil-teacher ratio, no inflation, a retirement and
resignation rate of 8%, and all hires at the first step. The results are,
therefore, conservative estimates. Details of the model are presented in
Appendix 3. Table 16 presents the results of our analysis.

Option I maintains the present salary structure, and
shows that an additional $457- million (in 1981 dollars) will be needed by 1991 if
no change in salaries occurs. This .increase is due primarily to new hires to
meet enrollment growth.

Option II considers what would happen if staring salaries
were increased by. 13.4%, the equivalent of two steps on the scale (from
$14,587 to $16,545), but the maximum of $27,382 was maintained. (This would
effectively reduce the salary scale from 11 to 9 steps. This change would
require $135 million now and $629 million more than that in 1991.

Option III shows the difference that would occur if all
teachers' salaries were Increased by increasing each p 13.4%. Compared to
Option I this plan would require an additional $507 millt5n now and $528 million
more than that in 1991.

Table 17 summarizes these findings.

Increasing expenditures by the largest amount suggested
here ($1,035 million) would improve California's ranking in- expenditures per
dollar of personal income from 49th to 4,5th, assuming no change in other states'
expenditures.

Differential Pay

Since it may be unrealistic to expect State-expenditures
for K-12 to increase by $1 billion, another alternative Is to use-what new money
there may be selectively to induce people to take teaching jobs in the areas of
greatest shortage- or to reward outstanding achievement.

Table 16

-Total Cost of Teacher Salaries Under Different Assurnptions
(in millions of 1981-82 dollars)

Expenditures in 1981-91 Increase
1981 1991 in Annual Expenditures

$457Option Ino change

Option IIhigher .

starting salaries

ion Mincreases
for all teachers

$3,858 r $4,315

3,993 4,622

4,365 4,893

629

528

_ _



Table 17

Annual Expenditure Increases Requited by Various Salary Options
(in millions of 1981-82 dollars)

Increase over
Option 1 (1981)

1981 1991

Option Ino change 0 $ 457

Option II--higher starting salaries 135 764
-

Option IIIincreases for all teachers 507 1,035

The Houston Independent School District of Texas is
using a differential pay plan to address lour areas of concern: (1) improving
instruction (test scores), (2) stabilizing staffing (absenteeism and turnover), (3)
solving teacher shortages (math, science, special ducation, and bilingual
education), and (4) rewarding teaching as a career. (Say and Miller; 1982) The
specific categories that qualify for additional pay are:

Service in a school with a high proportion of educationally
disadvantaged students ($2,000 stipend).

Teaching assignment in ,areas of teacher 'shortage ($800 for
math, and science teachers; $1,000 for bilingual education; and
$600 to $900 for special education)*

Five or fewer days of absences - frcvn school ($50 to $500
depending on the number of sick days unused)

Grade of B or better in college courses or in-service training
appropriate to current teaching assignment (/300; another
$100 is added if the courses ar in the area of critical teacher
shortages)

Service in a school in _which standardized test scores increased
more than was predicted statistically ($800), plus $400 for
teachers in the schools that exceeded their predicted'
achievement levels by the greatest amounts (the top 10%)

Service at a campus with special problems that negate
assessments like those above (i.e., students, who are unable to
take standardized tests)' ($450 to $750,- with annual teacher
evaluations)

These amounts are adjusted annually, depending on available funds and the
difficulty of hiring in shortage areas. Stipends for 1982-83 are expected to
be $1,500 for math 't nd science, $2,000 for bilingual education, and $700 to
$1,000 for special education teachers:

/



In the first three years of the program, approximately
two-thirds of all teachers received stipends. The average stipend was $936; the -

range was $300 to $3,500. Over the three-year period, vacancies in critical
teacher shortage areas decreased from 251 in 1979 to 21 in 1982, and in
Decem4er 1982 there were no shortages in math or science fields, Athough a
serious shortage of bilingual teachers still exists.* Attendance increased from
95.6% to 96.1%, average achievement levels of students-in grades 1_ through 6
remained at or above grade level, and test scores in grades 7 through 12
improved. There are fewer vacancies, and 'staff stability has increased.
Because community recognition- is valUed in this model, public receptions
honoring the stipend recipients are held each year.

A different kind of differential pay plan, more pui-ely a
merit pay plan, has been established in Round Valley, California. (Burke, 1982)
School board members in this 'small district discuss with'individual teachers (or
group of teachers in the case of a cooperative project) the value of a project._
the te.cher(s) propose, based on a 'maximum, 10-point system, and the
appropriate methods for evaluation. At the end of the year accumulated points
are converted into dollars. The nature of the proposals are not rigidly
prescribed; They have ranged from creating electives, establishing writing,
health, and physical education programs, to organizing contests and
extracurricular activities. Annual evaluation of teaching performance by the
principal also creates merit points. The minimum merit paS, under this.plan has
been $140 and the maximum, $2,800. Rewards and those receiving them are
strictly confidential and are not publicized.

A third variation is being tried by Tucson, Arizona's
Catalina_ Foothills School District which established a "Program for- Excellence"
in 1980-81, based on Frederick Herzberg's theory, of motivation-hygiene.
(Prase,. Het -zel and Grant, 1982) Given Herzberg's thabry,- the Tucson program
tries to focus on motivators. Principals' evaluations serve as the basis for
recognition and principals also recommend the size of the award. Awards are
not necessarily made in cash. In fact, 'other kinds 'of awards related to
improving clagsroom work, like attendance at put-of-state professional
conferences, computer time, and instructional materials, are encouraged.. The
value of- the awards ranged from $80 to $1,000.

. It is importantc to note that differential pay plans bare
controversial Discussions about differential pay bring out strongly held
differences between those who believe _that teachers in shortage areas should
paid more, those who are motivated by concerns about equity, and those who
are concerned about the practical problems of implementation. The major
practical objection to diffeeential pay plans seems ;to a concern that
administratorg or school boards could _use thern_inappropriately_td-i-rewar
friends, lackeys, or people who score well on inadequately designed tests. The
three plans desCribed above suggest that the concern can be .addressed by
providing collective rewards tb all teachers in a high-achieving school, by
agreeing on evaluation procedures with teachers in advance, and by giving' ndn-
monetaryawards related, directly to improving classroom .wo_. .

* It- is important to note that in addition to, offering financial eewards, the
Houston School District has begun extensive recruiting for new teachers out
of state, especially in the Mid-West. They indicate that very few of their
new teachers in shortage areas are trained in Texas.



Setting the more controversial merit pay ideas aside, we can
use the cost projection model described above and in Appendix 3 to estimate
what it might cost California to institute a differential pay plan in shortage
areas. Appendix 4 explains how we estimated current shortages and projected
demand for math and science teachers and bilingual education teachers;
information about needs -in special education was'not sufficient to include them
in these projections. After looking at the current number of teachers in these
fields and multiplying them times the stipends Houston is giving this year
($1,500 for math and science, and $2,000 for bilingual education) to estimate,
the cost of stipends in 1981, we projected demand to 1991 and estimated the
cost of stipends if shortages were filled by then. The results are presented in
Table 18.

It would_ cost California $35 million today to give
stipends to currently employed teachers in these fields; to fill The shortages,
that cost would increase to an annual cost- of $77-89 million by 1991; most of
the increase would be due to the current large shortage of bilingual education
teachers. -.

Loans/Fellowsh

Finally, a different kind of incentive system could be
established to attract excellent undergraduates to the teaching profession by
offering low-cost loans or fellowships contingent upon Service-in teaching. /

For example, a program of loan forgiveness modeled on
the NDEA act of 1958 could be developed for students wishing to become math
or science_ teachers. Loans. might be forgiven at the rate of 10% of the
principal for each year of service up to a maximum of 50%, and additional
forgiveness could be offered, for example, for service in school districts with'
special needs.

State; _Senator John Garamendi presently has a bill like
this under consideration by the California Leg_ islature (SB 294)., It would
establish a Mathematics and Science Teacher Incentive Program, awarding
loans of not mo then--$3,000 -to--stUdenttti-airiing- to be math' -and science
teachers. After two years of teaching in' these fields, 25% of the loan would be

Table 18

Additional Cost of Differential Pay in'Sho tage Areas
-(in Millions of 1981-82 dollars)

1981 1991-,

Math and Science feachers
($1,500 each) 22' 29

Bilingual Education Teachers
($2,000 each) 1 48-60



forgiven; after a third year, 25% more; and after six years, the entire loan
would be forgiven, including accrued interest. The program is expected to cost
$3 million-per year plus administrative expenses.

A different type of incentive program has been
introduced in the assembly (AB 330) by Assemblymen Hughes, Bergeson, and
Campbell. It would provide additional funds to the Student Aid Commission for
a "California Math and Science Teacher Training Loan Assumption Program."
Its purpose is to encourage more college graduates to become teachers -in math,
science, and technological fields and to serve in school districts where there are
shortages in those fields. Under this plan the Student Aid Commission would
repay $2,000 of the teacher's outstanding loans from the federal Guaranteed
Student Loan (GSL) and National Direct Student Loan (NDSL) Programs after
the first school year of service, an additional $3,000 after the second
consecutive school year and another $3,000 after the third consecutive school
year. of service.

Similar kinds of programs could also be developed for
other shortage areas, such as bilingual and special education.

2. Efforts to Im ove the Unsettled Envi on ent

Money is, of course, only one part of the teaching profession's
problem. Equally devastating are increasing job insecurity and a lack of public
respect.

ore Job Security

Although some insecurity is inevitable, several teachers
we interviewed- expressed -the hope that the State budgeting system for schools
could be /changed to do away with the annual routine of layoff notifications that
are later withdrawn and contract negotiations that extend into the school year
for Which the contract is being negotiated. Security may be impossible, but
predictability would help.

\ I

Better- P-ublj c-Relatio

The teachers we interviewed also made aNnumber of
suggestions about -improving the public image of teachers. In fact,-----those we
intervieltred in Los Angeles said that turning 'the media around was the most

,important /change possible. Some ideas included: bumper stickers, "Public
School 1Week," getting famous people to talk about their teachers on television,
a public relations system to get good news about teachers into the media,
getting) newspapers to give equal time to academic news and not just publicize \
athletici, publishing good human interest stories about what teachers do all
day, selling the value of education, and convincing television producers to
create TV serials, good comedies, and dramas with, teachers as central
characters.

In addition, the California (Business) Roundtable has
recom ended a broad information campaign that ,fwould argue (I) that the
health of the public schools is crucial to the well-being of California's economy,
(2)- that the schools' health requires community arid, parent -involvement an

. .



support, and (3) that even though many teachers and administrators have done a
good job, educators need help to make the necessary improvements. They think
such a campaign ought also to suggest specific ways in which parents and
community members could help -the schoolse.g., with advice about standards
and school activities, volunteer work in the schools, participation in school
board elections, ceremonies honoring outstanding teachers and administrators,
and fund raising. (Berman and Weiler, 1982a and 1982b)

Any information campaign should be geared, not just to
those with children in school, but to the entire public.-

3. Recognition of Teachers' Needs in School - Level' Attitudes and
Practices

This report has argued that, while extrinsic rewards like
adequate money, security, and respect are necessary, they are not sufficient
without concurrent intrinsic rewards that make teachers feel competent and in
control of their worklife. We, therefore, want to stress here that there are
important improvements that require no additional money, but that must be
made to make teachers' lives better.

a.. Increasin= Administrators' ect and Su
Teachers

In order for good teachers to want to stay in teaching,
schools must be pleasant places to work, and teachers must feel respected and
appreciated, No one in a school has a greater impact on, the "ethos" of a school,
as Gerald Grant has called it (Grant, n.d.), than the principal and his or her
administrators. They can make or break 'a school. The school effectiveness
literature agrees. (Purkey and Smith 1982a and 1982b)

Good leadership s supportive of the teachers' decisions
about discipline, sets high expectations performance for teachers, reduces to
a minimum unnecessary interruption_ s ot classroom work, and builds a good
environment fdr adults, not just for students, an environment in which adults

------can-inter-act-afr-iends_and_as_pro.fess.idnals_atador
In contrast; research has shown-that poor schoekleaders impose their authority
from the top down, fail to back up their teaching staff on discipline issues,
and/or do nothing to counter the inherent lonelinesi\of the teaching job.

In recent years, several kinds of efforts have been made
to improve school administrators' leadership skills. The process- by which
individuals in California attain the administrative services cied,Ttial has been
reviewed several times, and these reviews have led to a two-stage, credential:
(1) a. preliminary services credential, and (2) a professional services'credential.
To obtain the second credential, a candidate must. successfully complke, field'
experiences or a structured internship designed to devlop the requisite
leadership ability. The Legislature, in 1982, also created the California
Leadership Institute for administrators' ongoing development; however, it has
not yet been funded.

In addition, the Association of California School
dministrat6rs (ACSA) has begun to address some of the problems of

management training in the past year with its Consortium on Advanced



Leadership. This 200-hour program is designed to upgrade the skills of
administrators in seven competency areas including leadership, school
management, personnel management, and _improvement in educational
programs.

The point here is that ACSA and the State government,
in altering credentialing requirements and creating leadership programs, are
fostering changes in administrators' professional growth and development that
are important not only to administrators but especially to teachers. The
teaching profession needs school leadership -that can identify needed
improvements in the teacher's work environment and will work to provide them.

b. Cretin or 've Environment

Numerous specific suggestions have been made for
restructuring the teacher's work environment to create a greater sense of
personal competence and control for teachers. Suggestions we have noted
include:

Reducing class sizes

Providing additional support services in the classroom,
such as teacher aides

Reducing classroom disruptions

Limiting severely the amount of paperwork required

Redesigning the workplace physically to encourage
interaction among teachers and reduce isolation

Fostering team teaching-and other cooperative efforts in
order to reduce isolation and increase intellectual
challenges

Formally providing new teachers with special support
nd-suidance---from-experiencetHeache

Involving teachers in the development of school goals
and performance expectations

Encouraging interchange between teachers and visitors
or temporary employees from private industry, that is
not limiting visitors' contact to students and classrooms,
but structuring time for adult interactions as well

Honoring -outstanding teachers

Fostering Staff Develo ment in the Schools=

Finally, within the bounds -of existing _resources, more
can be done to foster and improve professional growth programs for teachers.



Although professional development is usually advocated
as a way to improve teachers' abilities to teach children, it should also be
recognized as an important ingredient in a satisfying and stimulating
professional life. Recent research about professional developrhent for teachers
argues that success in both these goals depends on three elements. First, each
school must sustain an active environment for accepting new ideas and must
make continual professional development an integral part of the culture of the
school. School environments can be made more receptive to new ideas by
setting aside more time for classroom visits and observations among colleagues,
by having a principal who supports and encourages acceptance of new
initiatives, by developing a trust between the principal and teachers when a new
practice is being implemented, and by allowing teachers who handle change well
to take more of a leadership role. (McKibbin and Joyce, 1980 and 1982; \ and
Joyce, 1981)

Secondly, those who design professional development
programs and in-service -training courses must recognize that teachers vary in
their receptivity to learning and to new ideas. Joyce and McKibbin F4ve
characterized teachers as omnivores, active consumers, passive consumers,
resistent, and withdrawn, and argue that more attention should be given \ to
matching different types of teachers with learning environments appropriate
fcir their level of development. (Joyce and McKibbin, 1982)

Thirdly, in-service training is worthwhile only when it is
tailored to solve practical problems faced by the participating teacher or is
directly related to improving his or her understanding of the subject matter to
be taught. These are areas where California's Teacher Centers (now TEC
Centers) have made substantial advances by involving- teachers in planning their
own training and in assisting other teachers' growth. Practice with peers,
immediate feedback, and collegial .coaching groups on site in the schools appear
to be promising practical approaches. (Zigarmi, 1978; Hering and Howey, 1982)

, An
= especially "ag esting experiment in in-service

training will begin this year in PittstJrgh, Pennsylvania. One high school
(Schenley High) has been chosen as a permanent site for on-going in-service
training. Seventy-five teachers have been selected through interviews and
reviews by principals to be the resident staff at Schenley High and have gone_through-intensiire-training to prepare themselves,-not-only to. teach the school's
students, but also to train and work with visiting teachers. Four times a year, a
new cohort of-teachers from the disfri ' 's nine other high schools will come to.
Schenley for an intensive nine-week s aff development curriculum which is
intended to -review and refine their instructional skills, give them a broad
perspective on`modern youth culture and its implications for effective teaching,
and update the teacher's subject area knowledge. While they are attending
Schenley, a corps composed of the first teachers to be trained at Schenley will
be teaching their classes.

The program is especially exciting because it will ensure
- that all of the district's high school teachers, -within four , years, will have

experienced an intensive, consistent- curriculum combined with in-service
training in live-classroom situations; and implementation of desired changes
will be facilitated by the fact that all teachers will have been introduced to
them.' 'The hope is that an environment receptive to neW ideas will grow within
each high school as the teachers trained at Schenley return to their classrooms.



Good staff development designed to solve practical
problems and to meet the personal needs of different types of teachers can
make an important contribution not only to the quality of teaching in the
schools but also to the satisfaction teachers-feel with their professional lives.

B. An Substantial m rovement in the Attractiveness of the
he Teacher's careeron Will Re ui e a "or Redes

Pattern

Although the efforts described above seem substantial, they are
merely stop-gap measures. Significant improvement in the teaching

-profession's attractiveness will require fundamental changes in the profession
itself to make it more of a profession. 7

1. Tpugher Entry Standards and Renewal giguirements

The literature on standards in the teaching profession seems- to
argue primarily about hurdles, that is, about how many decision points should
exist before someone is considered a full-fledged professional. Some
researchers and educators believe that the only way to attract high quality
teachers is to remove bureaucratic hurdles, accept the -fact that teaCher
education, programs offer little that on-the-job experience cannot, and make it
easier to hire bright students who have strong disciplinary backgrounds but no
experience or training in education. ( Report of the CCSSQ, 1982; Schlechty and
Vance, 1982; Sykes, 1983; Lyons, 1980; Kerr, 1983) Others maintain that the
best way to increase the prestige of the teaching profession and attract more_
bright people to it is to make the profession more difficult to enter and more
challenging to stay in. They argue for admissions exams, prior experience
related to teaching as an entry requirement, more rigorous, subject
requirements, competency-based preparation programs, certification tests, not
just ofbasic, skills but of advanced ones, and perhaps a-probationary internship.

We feel that this -argument is misdirected, that the way to
improve the profession is not to emphasize or remove hurdlesnot to
concentrate on hurdles to any great extentbut to raise standards. We believe
that enough quality control Mechanisms are available now, but that we are not
using them well, not making-the standards at existing decision points- sufficently
high. This approach would advcicale higher entry requirements -for- tedCher ---

education programs, more challenging courses, thorough-going reviews of
teacher education) programs that focus entirely on questions of quality and
accomplishment,. mentors for new teachers, and meaningful performance
evaluation throughout a teacher's career.

Several states have been trying to make requirements more
stringent, and although some of the effort is directed toward more hurdles,
some is clearly intended to raise standards. The State of Georgia, for example,
now requires that applicants to teacher programs take tests for both basic skills
and their major subject; prospective teachers must pass a criterion-referenced
test in their leaching field; and state observers monitor_ teaching _performance
At least six times in the first three years using a formal rating instrument for a
set of generic . .competencies. South Carolina -requires, that beginning college
students -take a basicskills exam to gain admission into teacher preparation
prbgrams; student teachers must :have - -at least one full. semester of practice

_



teaching with at least three observations by a university faculty member; and
provisional teachers receive at least three evaluations per year. And
Oklahoma's new procedure increases admissions standards, requires more
clinical work, mandates competency tests in subject areas, provides for a first-
year internship before certification, and includes regular monitoring of first-
year teachers by a committee composed of a principal, a consulting teacher,
and a teacher educator. (Sykes, 1982; Kleine and Wisniewski, 1981)

This toughening of requirements is the approach recommended
by the Commission on Teacher Credentialing here in California and included in
StateSenator Gary--Hart's proposal in the last session (AB 3472). This bill,
which failed but hai acted as an important catalyst for disCussion, would have
created a two-step basic credential: a preliminary credential which would be
issued after the completion of an approved program; and an advanced teaching
credential issued after experience as a full-time teacher and completion of a
structured program of study of at least 24 units or the equivalent developed
jointly by the candidate, the school district, and an institution of higher
education. The bill would also have removed current limitations on the length
of teacher preparation programs, allowing institutions of higher education more
latitude in program design, and it would have eliminated for future teachers the
possibility of a."life" credential, requiring instead that advanced credentials be
renewed every five years based on active teaching experience and continuing
education. The states of- South Carolina and Florida now require periodic
recertification, asking veteran teachers to pass evaluations .and take additional
coursework 'in their subject fields. (Robinson and Mosrie, 1979; Sykes, 1982)

Another movement in the direction of higher standards is
occurring in response to California's teacher proficiency test (CBEST). Some
institutions of higher- education are considering making CBEST -an entry
requirement for teacher education programs, encouraging students to take the 4
test as early as their junior year in college so that problems can be diagnosed
and remediated early on.

The = primary problem with making standards more stringent is
the fear that, at- a time of shortage, strict standards will reduce the number of
available new teachers, making shortages worse. However, there is no evidence
to support this contention, and we are convinced that if teachers and
prospective teachers see changes in requireinents asan -attempt- to raise
standards and not as just another set of hurdles, they will see the changes as
benefits to themselves as well as to the profession.

2. Restructurin the Profession to Build in the Possibility of
Change and Growth

To address the problem of the "careerlessness" of the teaching
profession, several educators have suggested schemes to change the pattern of
progression in teaching.

a. Master Teachers

3cihn Goedlad has proposed that higher education
cooperate with the public schools to create a corps of "lead teachers." Through
competitive scholarships, such programs could attract. the ablest teacher
candidates ,and provide for them a two-year -master's program combining

I



educational theory and practice with additional coursework in particular subject
matter areas. Lead teachers would take special positions reserved for them in
local- districts, assuming additional responsibilities, providing leadership, and
receiving extra pay. (Goodlad, 1982)

Donna Kerr has suggested a similar plan involving a
three-year doctoral program in teaching, "grounded in theory and empirical
studies and supported by a research-wise clinical component." Those holding
such degrees would be placed in the schools as "head teachers," whose role
would be to improve the working competence of all the school's teachers and
whose pay would be commensurate with the added responsibili . (Kerr, 1983)

Governor Lamar Alexander of Tennessee has proposed a
far-reaching Better Schools Program, part of which involves a Master Teacher
plan, which Governor Alexander has called, "the single most important part of
the most important program I will ever recommend. . ." (Tennessee, 1983b)
This plan sets up four career stages: Apprentice Teacher, Professional Teacher,
Senior Teacher, and Master Teacher. (Tennessee, 1983b) An Apprentice
Teacher must complete the requirements to become a Professional Teacher
within three to four years; Professional, Senior and Master Teachers must
renew their licenses or move up to a higher license every five years. A
Professional Teacher's pay and responsibilities would be much the same as they
are for teachers now.

A Senior Teacher would receive 30% more pay in return
for one extra month of employment to deVelop curriculnm materials, to conduct
in-service sessions, and to plan. During the school year a Senior Teacher would
supervise and counsel less-experienced teachers and 'might instruct difficult
students and those with special needs; however, at least 90% of- their .time will
be spent as classroom teachers.

Master Teachers would receive 60% more pay in return
for two additional months' employment and increased after- school
responsibilities. Although contracts would be negotiated individually, Master
Teachers would generally be expected to take extensive responsibility for in-
service education, for training, counseling, and= evaluating', Apprentice Teachers,
for curriculum leaaership, and for= organizing and coordinating the work of other
teachers. At least 65% of the Master Teacher's time musti-hetweven-be-spent

,

in classroom teaching.

Senior and Master Teachers could comprise up to 60% of
the teacher workforce, would, be- selected by a special cOmmission composed
largely of Master -Teachers, and would_ be- funded through State-funds, not
regular appropriations or local: sources. In addition to this plan, Governor
Alexander is also developing a "Master Principal" program \for administrators.
(Tennessee, '1933a)

b. More = Flexible Career Ladders

Henrietta Schwartz has stiggeited that more flexible
career ladders be encouraged. "New career ladders for teachers might allow
-them to remain' part-time in the classroom, while having the opportunity -to be
rewarded professionally and economically for specialized trailing, study, and



ability in various other educational roles. The teacher might also spend part-
time in _staff or curriculum development, counseling, educational research,
diagnosis and prescription, and so forth." (Schwartz et al., 1983) In addition,
dual careers in business or industry and teaching could be more epcouraged.

Career flexibility might also be enhanced by removing
some existing policy constraints and encouraging regional districts or statewide
salary scales so that teachers can move to schools that need 'their talents
without losing pay or benefits.

Improving Salary Scales

Another way to provide a better sense of progression
within the profession is to restructure the salary scale for teachers. At the
present time, teacherg can reach the top of the scale in just ten years. This
seems an extremely short time and might usefully he even doubled to twenty
steps.

In addition, at present, teacher's' salaries are rarely as
large as entry-level administrators' salaries. In order to keep good teachers in
the classroom, they should, be paid at leagt as well as administrators are,
especially if a master teacher program is instituted.

d. Acce F tin = Turnover as inevitable and Makin the Most of
It

Finally, Steve Weiner has proposed two changes that
recognize, that some bright people could be attracted to teaching by th.,

prospect of, a brief but useful career and that those who stay, need the
- opportunity for more responsibility. (Weiner, 1982) His plan provides, first, for

a sabbatical leave after ten years of teaching either to make the transition into
a new career outside of education or- to prepare for a more responsible role
within the schools, and second, after ten years, for the best teachers to
undertake special and challenging teaching tasks, assume responsibility for
training other teachers, act as liaisons to university scholars, and receive salary
increases. He believes that this plan would make better use of youthful
altruism, provide acceptable alternatives to burnout, and create a career ladder
that would-retain-good-teachers.

3. Giving Teachers More Freedom

If teaching is to be made more of a profession, it reqiiires not
only stricter entry and renewal requirements and more opportunities for career
development, but also more freedom for teachers to act autonomously in their
classrooms. In the past, there has been a movement to "teacher-proof" the
school curricula by prescribing what is to be taught, what books are to be used,
and what tests are to measure results. In our view, this movement has
adversely affected teachers' lives; it makes teaching boring, increases
paperwork, and turns a job that -could be highly creative into a set of nearly
mindless tasks. It isilarcrio, believe that when teachers are this negatively
affected, students ---can be inspired to learn.

The desire to "teacher-proof" the classroom sprang from a
fundamental mistrust of teachers' abilities; that mistrust still exists, but if it



has a basis in fact, and we are not convinced that it does here in California, the
way to improVe performance is to loosen bonds and attract good people into the
profession with the possibility of autonomy and the chance to be creative. At
the same time, teachers must be willing to do a more conscientious job of
policing themselves through peer evaluations.

4. Adapting_ Teacher Education to These Changes in the
Profession

We have left until last the discussion of needed changes in
teacher education because decisions about restructuring teacher education must
flow from prior decisions about what the teaching profession is to be.

We think it will not be very productive to spend substantial
energy tinkering with the present array of programs. Instead, energy should be
invested in answering several fundamental questions that flow from the analysis
above

What kind of teacher training---is-i-lecessary to foster the
view of teacher at---a-profession? Should it take longer to
train a teacher? Certainly teacher education programs
need to be made more challenging. How do we ensure
that they are also sufficiently practical?

What role does formal teacher training play in a teacher's
career? When in a career should it occur? How often
and in what forms should it occur? Is formal training
necessary at all, or is on-the-job training enough?

Are institutions of higher education the best places to
train teachers, or are there better alternatives?

What skills does a teacher, at different levels, really
need to develop? Answering this would not only aid in
curriculum development, it would give teachers a better
sense of who they are, and it .could contribute to
decisions about whom to bring into the profession.

How can more practical skills be incorporated into
teacher training programs, for example, positive
discipline .techniques, classroom management skills,
maximizing the use of time, teaching, to significant
objections, knowledge a learning principles, and
knowledge of what constitutes a good lesson?

Hew best can opportunities to develop supervisorial skills
be included in teacher education programs? If teachers
are to become master teachers, they need to know how
-to manage adults as well as children.

What can we learn about teacher development that will
help -us design better pre-service and in-service
programs? Little is now known about teacher
development. If growth and change are to be integral to



the new teaching profession, it will be important to know
how adults react to changing environments and what
helps them cope or thrive in them.

These questions go to the heart of our present teacher
education system and deserve to be seriously addressed. If it is true, as this
analysis suggests, that K-12 teaching as presently practiced is not an attractive
profession, fundamental changes in teacher education can make an essential
early contribution to redesigning and strengthening the profession. It is,
however, important that any changes in teacher education be made with the
goal of greater professionalization clearly in mind.

C. Concluding Thoughts

It is obvious that there is widespread concern about the K-12 schools
and about teachers, both nationally and in California, and that changes are
needed. However, change is hard on teachers. Teachers, more than any other
professionals, have had reforms imposed on them incessantly in recent years
and have, as a result, developed a cynicism about reform and a resistance to
change which are formidable, though understandable. if we are to solve the
problems of the, schools, we must first engage the teaching profession and
encourage teachers to be less defensive. We think the best way to do so is to
address their concerns directly and improve the attractiveness of the
profession. If teachers back school reforms, those reforms will work; if their
interests are elsewhere--in coping with daily problems, in fighting for control,
or in hunting for a better jobthe.needed reforms will fail.
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Positions Due to Growth

1981

Enrollment*

1982 3,967,712
1983 3,977,639
1984 4,013,653
1985 4,078,534
1986 4,155,378
1987 4,238,271
1988 4,328,653
1989 4,445,263
1990 4,587,361
1991 4,742,023 '-

1

A

culation of Demand Est

Additional Positions
Total PTE Positions Needed Needed Over Prior Year

(Enrollment- 23.61) (Year 2 minus Year 1)

156,232**
168,052
168,472
169,998
172,746
176,001
179,512
183,340
188,279
194,297
200,848

11,820
420

1,526
2,748
3,255
3,511
3,828
4,939

1:(354

44,616

* DOE, September, 1982.
** California State Detrtment of Education, Characteristics of Professiona

in California Public School, 1581-82 p. 9.

Positions Due to Retirement

Proportion of, present tethers who will reach 60 by 1991 = .26 (SDOE, 1982b)

-26 -tames present populat on of teachers (156,232) = 40,620.

Positions Due to Reatibns

Current Workforc
Cu ent Workforcp*

Times .08
Cdrrent

Times .06

1982 168,052
1983 168,472
1984 169,998
1985 172,746
1986 176,001
1987 179,512
1988 183,340'
1985 188,279
1990 j 194,297
1991 200,848

13,444
13,;478

13,600
13,820
14,080
14,361
14,667
15,062
15,544
1'6,068

Total Separations 144,124
Less Retirement 40,620
Resignations 103,504

10,083
10,108
10,200
10,365

'710,560
10,771
11,000
11,297
11,658

'12451

108,093
40,620'
67,473

Total a nuatturnover estimate = t08 (NOES, 1979)
Tot l. annual turnover estimate 6 (NCS, fOrthcoming)

1
,
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Positions Due to Chan = es-in Pu -Teacher Ratios

a. Dec ease from 23.61 to 18.41_ ithe national average

Additional Positions
Needed Over Prior Year
(Year 2 Minus Year 1)

1981

tal FTE Positions Needed:
Ent.111,:ment (from Section 1 above)

Divided by 18.44

156,232
1982 215,169 58,937
1983 215,707 538
1984 217,660 1,953
1985 221,179 3,519,
1986 225,346 4,167
1987 229,841 4,495

1988 234,743 4,902

1989' 241,066 6,323

1990 248,772 7,706

1991 '257,160 8,388

100,928
Less additional positions
due to growth -44,616

56,312

b. Increase from 23.61 to

Positions Needed:
(from Section 1 above)

Divided by 30

Additional Positions
Needed Over Prior Year
(Year 2 Minus Year

Total FTE
Enrollment

1981
1982'
1983
1984
198.5

=1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

156,232
132257
J32,588
133,788
135,951
138,513
141,276
144,288
148,175
152,912
158,067

Less additional positions
due to growth

(23,975)
331

1,200
2,163
2,562
2,763
=3,012
3,887
4,737
S 155 .

1,835

-44;616

(42,781)



5. Total Demand

Pupil - Teacher Ratios

a. At an 8% Separation Rate

at 18.44 at 23.61 a

Due to growth 45,000 45,000 . 45,000
Due to retirement 41,000 41,000 41,000
Due to resignations. 104,000 104,000 104,000
Due to p/t changes 56,000 0 (43-000)

Total '246,000 190,000 147,000

Yearly. Average

b. M a 6% Separation Rate

24,600 19,000 14,700

Due to growth 45,000 45,000 45,000
Due to retirement 41,000 41,000 t 41,000
Due to resignations 67,000 67,000 67,000
Due to p/t changes 56 000 0 (43 000)

Total 198,000 153,000 110,000

_Yearly Average. 19,800 15,300 11,000



Appendix 3

el For Projecting Effects of Differ Options

In order to provide some estimates of the increase in expenditures that would
be required by various kinds of salary increases for teachers, we constructed a
model using projections of teachers from 1981 to 1991 from Appendix 2 and
estimates of average salaries provided by the California Teachers Association.
Using 1981-82 as the base year, we looked at eleven salary steps,, estimated the
number of teachers in each step, and progressed them through the salary steps
using the assumptions of Appendix 2 about separation and hiring. We assumed that
separations would be evenly distributed across teachers in the first ten steps, that
retirements would affect only the 11th step, and that all hires would be at step 1.

The model assumes the following:

A total annual turnover of 8%

Retirements of 4,717 per year

Enrollment growth as projected by the Department of Finance

No change in the pupil-,teacher r atio of 24.6

No program alterations that would affect the need for teachers

A distribution of teachers by years of service as follows:

0-5 years 16.7`6
6 -10 years 20.6%
11 years or more 62.7%

An average minimum salary (step 1) of $14,587 for teachers with
B.A. plus 30 units (the typical first-credential teacher)

An average maximum salary of $27,382

Eleven steps in the salary scale

Approximately 6.5% between steps

No inflation; all figures are expressed in 198182 dollars



Table 3 -1 shows the results of the model's calculations for three Options:

Option 1: no change in salaries

Option 11: a-13.496-mcrease in starting salaries; but - retaining the
maximum of $27,382

Option III: a 13.4% increase in all salaries, retaining the 11 step
salary scale

Table 3 -2 shows the projection of teachers, 1981-1991.

Table 3-1

Calculation of %mar/ tl
(in millions of 1981 -32 dollars)

Salary
-Steps

1

2

Annual
Salary

$14,587
15,535

--tsnl-o

0- ion 1I*

Option ill*
Raise Minimum by

13.4% (Current- Step
3) Maintain-Current

Ceiling

Raise All Salaries
, by 13.4%No C_haoge

1981 1991

$ 329.9
318.0

17f81- 1991 1981 1991

$ 76.1
81.1

$
---

$ -
..

$
---

$ ---
3 16,545 86.3 293.-5 86.3 , 374.1 86.3 374.1

4 17,620 91.9' . 263.3 91.9 360.7 91.9 360.7

5 18,766 97.9 241.6 97.9 332.9 97.9 332.9

6 19,985 128.6 , 213.0 104.3 298.6 104.3 298.6

7 21,285 137.0 191.8 111.1. '274;0 111.1 274.0

8 22,668 145.9 150.6 145.9 241.6 145.9 241.6

9 24,141 155.4 109.9 155.4` 216.6 155.4 216.6

10 25,711 165.5 387.3 165.5 170.9 65.5 170.9

11 27,382 2,682.4 1,816.1 3,034.9 2,353.1 176.2 124.6

12 29,162
=137.7 439.2

13 31,057 3,042.4 2,059.8

8.1 $4,315.0 $3,993.2 4,622.5 $4,364.6 $4,893.0



Table 3-2

Projected Total California Teachers By Salary 5 eps

Salary
St_jePs 1981 _ 1982 1983 1984 1985

1981-1991

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

1 5,218 25,265
,

13,893 15,125 16,567 17,338 17,870 18,494 20,003 21,560 22,614

2 5,218 4,365 24,409 13,031 14,238 15,656 15,653 16,424 L7,208 18,829 20,469

5,218. 4,365 3,309: 23042 12,144 13,327 13.,971 14,207 15,138 16,034 17,738-

4 5,218 4,365 3,509 2,642 22,655 11,233- 1,642 12,525. 12,921 13;964 14,943

_3 5,218 4,365 3,309 2,642 , 1,755 21,744 9,548 10,196 11,239 11,747 12,873

6 6,436 4.365 3,509 2,642 1,755 840 20,059 8,102 8,910 10,065 10,656

7 6,436 3,383 3,509 2,642 1,755 844 844 13,613. 6,816 7,736 8,974

8! 6,436 5,383 4,727 2,642 1,755 844 844 844 17,327 5,642 6,645

9 6,436 5,583 4,727 3,860 1,755 844 844 844 844 16,153 4,551

.,-

10' '6,436 5,383 4,727 3,860 2,973 844 844 844 ..- 844 844 15,062

-11 97,962 -98,630 98,439 97,370 95,394 92,483 87,393 82,247
...17,029'1 71,723

-:------

66,323

tal

eachars. 156,232. 168,052 168,472 169,998 172,746 176,001 179,512 183,340 -188'279 194,297 200,848



Appendix 4

Projections of Math and Science and Bilingual Teachers
1981-1991

A. Math and Science Teachers

Calculations of demand for Math and science teachers followed the
same assumptions and procedures described for all teachers in Appendix 3. The
only changes were:

distribution of eachers by years of service:

1-5 years

6-10 years

11 years or more

turnover rate:

Math Teachers

13.9%

19.6%

66.5%

Science Teachers

13.4%

20.2%

66.4%

Based on Guthrie and Zusman''S analysis of the shortages of math and
science teachers in California, we estimated the math and science teacher
turnover rate to be 11.5% instead of the normal 8% turnover rate for the rest
of the California teachers. This higher turnover rate translated into a teacher
shortage of 506 statewide. We added 506 teachers to our salary differential
model for .1982 on the assumption that a $1,500 stipend would be enough to
alleviate the -shortage in 1982 and that after the shortage was- alleviated,
continuing stipends would return the math/science turnover rate to the
statewide average of 8%.

B. Bilingual Teachers
=

The' State Department of Education projects demand for bilingual
teachers in California only one year ahead. Therefore, the Only way we could
estimate the demand for 1991 was to use limited and incomplete data Our
methodology was as follows:

1. LEP Enrollment Projection

In order to arrive at the total number of limited - English-
proficient (LEP) pupils =for 1991, we first looked at the proportion of Spanish-
speaking LEP students to the total for the years 1979-80 to 1982-83. This
averaged 76%, varying ;nom a low of 74.6% in 1982-83 to a high of 78.9% in
1979-80. Because Spanish-speaking students comprised the large majority of the
LEP students, we decided to use Hispanic population projections as our basic
data for LEP enrollments.



The only population projection by major age groups for Hispanics
is found in the Center for Continuing Study of the California Economy's
Pro' ions of His anic Population for California 1982-2000. The 0-14 age
group in 1985 is estimated to, be in the range of 1,762,400 to 1,840,400. We can

---assume-that this population is the K-12 population in 1991, with a few caveats:

(1) That, we are overestimating a bit because, while everyone
in the cohort will have reached kindergarten by 1991, the 13
and 14-year olds will have completed their 12th grades by
then; and

(2) we must assume that everyone in this cohort will be
attending public schools and that no attrition between
grades will occur. (This is a problematic assumption
because there has historically been a pattern of substantial
attrition of Hispanic students between grades 10 and 12.)

Nevertheless, despite the limitations, it is the best data we have.
From the actual enrollments for 1979-80 and 1981-82, we know that Spanish LEP
enrollments averaged 29.4% of total Hispanic enrollments. Multiplying this
percentage times the conservative lower estimate of the Hispanic K-12
population produces an estimate of Hispanic LEP's as follows:

1,762,400
29.496

518,146

No projections of other LEP populations (e.g., Cantonese, Vietnamese, Korean,
Filipino) are available. We assumed, for lack of anything better, that there
would be no change in their numbers; in reality there may well be a decrease.
Adding the average number of non-Hispanic LEP's served in the past four years
to our Hispanic projection produces an estimate of total LEP students as
follows:

Non-Hispanic LEP's.
Hispanic LEP's

Total LEP's, 1991

2. Bilin ual Teacher Demand Pro-ection

94,257
518,146

612,403

SDOE projected, for 1981-82' a demand- for 14,585 to 17,478

teachers to teach .373,069 LEP students. Therefore, . assuming the same
teacher-pupil ratio, we can project the demand for bilingual teachers in 1991 as
follows:

'14,585
373,069

x '-7; 23,942

612,403

ilingual Teachers
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